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Chapter 2
Fluid Flow in a Closed Domain
2.1 Introduction
Wave impact physics and green water shipping on the bow of a vessel can be divided into
several aspects. In the first stage of the research, the waves are left out of the problem,
which gives the possibility to focus on local impact phenomena. To study this, impact
simulations have been performed of dambreaking problems with and without an object
in the flow. The advantage of studying a dambreak problem is that the simulations can
be performed in a closed domain. The flow in the domain cannot be disturbed by issues
at the inflow and outflow boundaries. To validate the method for moving objects, drop
test simulations have been performed. The shape of the free surface and impact forces
on the dropped objects have been compared with available theory and experiments. In
this chapter, the mathematical and numerical model used in closed domain simulations
are described.
The governing equations of fluid flow are the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations
describing conservation of mass and momentum respectively. At the domain walls and at
the objects in the domain no-slip boundary conditions are prescribed. At the free surface
continuity of tangential and normal stresses is demanded. Also the capillary effects are
taken into account (although not always necessary from a physical point of view).
To solve the mathematical equations, the domain is covered with a fixed Cartesian
grid. The geometry is described by linear components, resulting in so-called cut cells
where the geometry cuts through the grid cells. A labelling system has been used to
distinguish between cells of different character, for example cells filled with fluid, empty
cells or cells containing the free surface. The continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are
being solved using a finite volume discretisation in space and a forward Euler method
in time. This discretisation leads to an energy conserving method. For the free surface
treatment two methods are described based on the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method as
introduced by Hirt and Nichols [44] and Youngs [98]. To prevent jetsam and flotsam that
occur in the original VOF method and to take care of full mass conservation, the method
has been improved using a local height function.
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2.2 Mathematical Model
The flow of a homogeneous incompressible viscous fluid can be described using the con-
servation laws of mass and momentum. Here, the resulting equations will be given in
conservation form.
2.2.1 Governing Equations
Consider an arbitrary volume V with boundary S = ∂V , including part of a moving
object as shown in Figure 2.1. The shaded area denotes the part of the moving object Vb,
while Vf is the fluid part of the volume. The boundary of volume V can be divided in a
solid geometry part Sb = ∂Vb∩∂V and a fluid part Sf = ∂Vf∩∂V . The boundary between
the fluid and solid part is called Sbf = ∂Vb ∩ ∂Vf . For a homogeneous incompressible
viscous fluid, conservation of mass in this domain over the boundary of Vf results in the
equation ∮
∂Vf
u · nfd∂Vf =
∫
Sf
u · nfdSf +
∫
Sbf
ub · nfdSbf = 0. (2.1)
Here, u = (u, v, w) is the velocity vector with u, v and w the velocities in the three
coordinate directions x, y and z, respectively, and ub is the velocity of the moving object.
The normal vector of the fluid part of volume V is denoted by nf . Equation (2.1) is





Figure 2.1: Volume V where conservation of mass and momentum is applied
Applying conservation of momentum to a homogeneous incompressible viscous fluid














(pnf − µ∇u · nfdSf +
∫
Vf
F dVf . (2.2)
In these equations, the successive terms have the following meaning. The first term of
the left-hand side describes the change of momentum in volume Vf , the second term
describes convection of fluid. In the first term of the right-hand-side, two parts can be
distinguished: a pressure term (given by p) and a diffusive term, where µ denotes the
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dynamic viscosity. The terms are divided by the density ρ. The second term on the right-
hand-side represents external forces F , like gravity, or forces coming from the motion of
the coordinate system. In our case, the only external force present is gravity:
F = g = (gx, gy, gz) = (0, 0,−9.81) m/s2.
The continuity and Navier-Stokes equations will be solved inside one fluid, which in
this thesis is water. In the simulations a second fluid, air, will be present, in which no
equations will be solved. Both fluids are separated from each other by a free surface. The
position of the free surface is not known in advance, so it has to be computed during the






+ (u · ∇)s = 0
where s(x, t) = 0 gives the actual position of the free surface.
2.2.2 Boundary Conditions
To solve the governing equations, boundary conditions are needed at the solid walls and
the free surface. At the solid boundary the no-slip boundary condition for viscous fluids
is applied
u = ub,
with ub = 0 for fixed objects and solid domain boundaries. For fixed objects, this means
that no fluid can go through the wall and also the velocity tangential to the solid boundary
is zero.
At the free surface, the forces are balanced, and the resulting equation is split in
the normal and tangential direction. When the fluid is incompressible and the curvature














In the first equation, n denotes the normal of the free surface and t is the tangential
direction. Further, un and ut are the normal and tangential component of the velocity
respectively, and p0 is the atmospheric pressure. The surface tension is given by σ, and
κ denotes the total curvature of the free surface.
2.3 Discretisation of the governing equations
In this section the numerical method adopted for the fluid flow simulations will be de-
scribed. The description will be in two dimensions. In most situations this can be
extended to three dimensions straightforwardly.
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2.3.1 Grid and geometry definition
The governing equations are discretised in space on a fixed Cartesian grid. This is in
contrast to a geometry-aligned grid, which is also widely used. The advantage of a
geometry-aligned grid is that the geometry does not cut through the grid cells as it will
in a Cartesian grid. But in the case of a moving object that can be as complicated as a
ship in the domain it is very difficult and time consuming to generate a new grid every
time step.
To be able to simulate fluid flow in an arbitrary complex geometry, the geometry is
defined using a finite element description. This finite element description is mapped to
the Cartesian grid, by checking for points in the grid if they are inside or outside the
union of elements. For the definition of the geometry on the Cartesian grid, volume
and edge apertures are introduced. Every cell has a volume aperture F b and two edge
apertures (Ax and Ay, in three dimensions also Az) that define which part of the cell and
cell faces, respectively, are open to fluid. (So 1 − F b is the solid body proportion.) The
volume and edge apertures are calculated using a sub-grid of so-called integration points.
In Figure 2.2 an example of the calculation of apertures is given for two integration points
per direction. Using the 4 interior points, 1 − F b is calculated as the number of points
inside the geometry divided by the total number of points inside the cell. So in this case,
1− F b = 0.25 and F b = 0.75. The same procedure is used for the edge apertures, which
results for the example in Ax = 0.5 and Ay = 0.5. The number of integration points
can be chosen freely. One integration point results in a ’staircase’ geometry; increasing
the number of integration points gives smoother geomtries. The geometry and boundary
apertures are restricted by 0 ≤ F b, Ax, Ay ≤ 1.
Axδy
Ayδx
Figure 2.2: Apertures calculation in a cut cell using integration points; dark grey denotes
solid body
Besides the volume aperture another function has been introduced to identify the
fraction of a cell that is filled with fluid: the Volume-Of-Fluid (VOF) function, denoted
by F s. For every cell, the VOF-function is defined. Because there can be no more fluid in
the cell than the open part of the cell, the VOF-function is limited by 0 ≤ F s ≤ F b ≤ 1.
2.3.2 Motion of a rigid object
Displacement of the object
In the domain an object can be present that moves according to a prescribed or calculated
motion. Every time step the object is moved, so new geometry apertures for the cell
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volumes F b and the cell edges Ax, Ay have to be calculated. This calculation must be as
accurate as possible, because it has a large influence on the smoothness of the pressure
field. When the apertures are not calculated exactly, the object seems to be ’breathing’
in time, which causes irregularities in the pressure time signal.
In two dimensions the apertures can be calculated in an exact manner. In [23] a
procedure to perform this calculation has been described. The object is defined as a
polygon, with the vertices of the polygon stored in an array. The vertices are displaced
every time step exactly, according to the motion of the object. Then, the cross-section
of a side of the polygon with a computational cell is calculated, from which the volume
and edge apertures of the cells are determined. In two dimensions this procedure is
not very complicated, and the resulting apertures are determined almost exactly. To
perform the same procedure in three dimensions, where polyhedrons instead of polygons
are defined, is much more complicated. The calculation of cross-sections of polyhedrons
with a rectangular grid is not straightforward. Therefore, this accurate procedure is
not applied in three dimensions, but a more simple method has been adopted, which
approximates the three-dimensional body geometry.
The general procedure can be described in three steps. First, the starting geometry
is stored in a special way using markers. Then, every time step the volume apertures are
calculated by moving the markers. Finally, the edge apertures are calculated, based on
the volume apertures. Below, the three steps are described in detail.
1. At the start of a simulation the geometry is built from the finite element description
given by the user. Integration points, forming a sub-grid, are used to calculate
volume and edge apertures as explained in Section 2.3.1. If a moving object is
present in the domain, the geometry of the object should be stored, such that it
can be moved every time step. Therefore, the integration points of each cell, forming
a set of markers, are stored in an array. Around each marker a small rectangular
volume is defined, such that the union of all the volumes forms the object. In case
of one marker per cell, these volumes are chosen exactly as one computational cell.
When more than one marker per cell is used as in the left of Figure 2.3, the union of
the volumes around the markers of one computational cell equals the volume of the
cell (in the case that the complete cell is object). When this procedure is followed
Figure 2.3: A circular cylinder with a sub-grid of markers and volumes; all markers (left);
markers that will be stored (right)
for all markers coming from the integration points, many points and volumes should
be stored. If nd is the number of integration points, the total number of points to
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be stored are n3d ncells, with ncells the number of computational cells. To prevent
unnecessary storage, the markers in a computational cell that is completely solid
will be replaced by one marker with accompanying volume equal to the volume of
the computational cell. This significantly reduces the total number of markers. An
example of the markers and volumes that are stored in case of a two-dimensional
circular object is given in the right of Figure 2.3. The number of integration points
equals 4 in this case. When a cell is completely occupied by solid, the 16 markers
inside the cell are replaced by one marker.
2. Every time step, the volume and edge apertures in the computational grid change.
In this step, the new volume apertures are calculated, with the use of the markers
and volumes defined in the previous step. First, the markers are moved according
to the motion of the rigid object. In case of a rotation of the object, also the
volumes belonging to the marker cells should be rotated. To calculate volume
apertures, the cross-sections of the marker volumes with the computational cells
have to be calculated. For a general rotated volume, this is very complicated in
three dimensions. To avoid the calculation of these difficult cross-sections, the
marker volumes are not rotated, but are staying grid aligned as in the right of
Figure 2.4. There are some errors introduced by keeping the volumes grid aligned.
Firstly, small holes can be created inside the object and secondly, small overlapping
regions can occur. This should be dealt with during the calculation of the volume
apertures. But the errors introduced this way are not very large. According to [23],
the errors in the calculation of the volume apertures F b usually are smaller than
0.01%.
Figure 2.4: Rotation of a square: starting situation (left); exact rotation (middle); rota-
tion where the marker volumes are kept grid aligned (right)
3. After the volume apertures have been calculated at the start of every time step,
the edge apertures must be determined. The edge apertures are calculated using a
piecewise linear reconstruction of the geometry. This method is often used for the
reconstruction of the interface between two fluids as explained in e.g. [78] and also
in Section 2.4.4 of this thesis. First, in every cell the normal of the body is calculated
based on the filling ratio’s of adjacent cells. Using this, a linear approximation of
the body geometry in the cell is created, given the filling ratio of the cell (see the
figures in Section 2.4.4 for a more detailed explanation of the procedure). The edge
apertures are determined by the fractions of the cell faces that are cut by the linear
approximation. In [23] it has been shown that the edge apertures calculated in this
way behave smoothly in time.
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The above described procedure for the calculation of volume and edge apertures is
not exact, but only approximates the original geometry. To investigate the influence
of the approximation, a simulation has been performed of a solid square moving to the
right with uniform velocity in a domain completely filled with fluid. In Figure 2.5, the
pressure signal in a cell left from the square has been shown. The pressure signal for the
exact apertures calculation is smoother than the approximate calculation, but the overall
picture is the same. The regular jumps in the pressure signal of the exact apertures
calculation are due to the position of the pressure inside a cell in the discretisation of the
momentum equations (see [23]). These jumps can still be recognised in the approximate
apertures calculation.
Figure 2.5: Pressure in the fluid containing a moving square: exact calculation of aper-
tures versus approximate calculation
Definition object motion
During the simulation an object can be displaced using prescribed motion time series.
Especially in the definition of the rotational motion of an object, it is very important
to have the coordinate system and the meaning of rotation angles clearly defined. In
our method the following convention has been adopted. The coordinate system is right
handed. When the bow of a ship is pointing towards the positive x-axis, the positive
angles are defined by:
• Positive roll means that the starboard side of the ship is going down.
• Positive pitch means that the bow of the ship is going down.
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• Positive yaw means that the bow of the ship is turning to port side.
This has been illustrated in Figure 2.6 where a grid-aligned box has been given 10 degrees
roll, pitch and yaw.
Figure 2.6: A box with 10 degrees roll (left), 10 degrees pitch (mid) and 10 degrees yaw
(right)
The matrix describing the complete rotation is given as a product of the three matrices
which describe rotation about the three coordinate axes. The general rotation matrices
for rotations about the x, y and z-axis are given by
Rx(α) =




 cos(β) 0 sin(β)0 1 0
− sin(β) 0 cos(β)
 ,
Rz(γ) =
 cos(γ) − sin(γ) 0sin(γ) cos(γ) 0
0 0 1
 .
The general rotation has been done in the order yaw, pitch, roll, which gives for the
general rotation matrix
R(α, β, γ) = Rx(α) Ry(β) Rz(γ) =(
cos(β) cos(γ) − cos(β) sin(γ) sin(β)
cos(γ) sin(α) sin(β) + cos(α) sin(γ) cos(α) cos(γ)− sin(α) sin(β) sin(γ) − cos(β) sin(α)
− cos(α) cos(γ) sin(β) + sin(α) sin(γ) cos(γ) sin(α) + cos(α) sin(β) sin(γ) cos(α) cos(β)
)
.
Any point xP in the object can than be rotated about the center of gravity of the object
(CG) using
xP = CG + R(α, β, γ)(xP0 −CG0),
with xP0 the initial coordinates of point xP and CG0 the initial position of the center
of gravity. The three velocity components of a point xP in the object are given by
uCOM + ω × xP where uCOM = (uCOM , vCOM , wCOM) contains the three linear velocity
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components and ω is the angular velocity in three directions. When this is written out,
the following formulas give the velocity of the object in point xP :
uobj = uCOM + ω2(zP − zcom)− ω3(yP − ycom),
vobj = vCOM + ω3(xP − xcom)− ω1(zP − zcom),
wobj = wCOM + ω1(yP − ycom)− ω2(xP − xcom),
with (xcom, ycom, zcom) the coordinates of the center of mass.
2.3.3 Cell labelling
Based on the geometry definition and VOF-function (that defines for each cell which part
of it is occupied by fluid) the cells are labelled to distinguish between cells with a different
character. In Figure 2.7 an example of the cell labelling in the neighbourhood of a ship
has been given. First, the cells that are completely in the solid geometry are labelled as
B(oundary) cells. Then, the cells containing no fluid are labelled E(mpty) cells. The cells
containing fluid adjacent to empty cells are labelled S(urface) cells and always contain
part of the free surface. The remaining cells are labelled as F(luid). Note, that these cells
do not have to be completely filled with fluid, as the central F-cell in the example.
F F F F F
F F F F F
S S F F B
E E S B B
E E E E E
Figure 2.7: Cell labelling: boundary, empty, surface, and full cells
On the Cartesian grid, the variables are staggered, which means the pressure is defined
in the cell centers, whereas the velocities are defined on the cell faces. Therefore, also the
cell faces are labelled. For example, the velocity on a cell face between a surface cell and
an empty cell is called an SE-velocity.
2.3.4 Discretisation of the continuity equation
For the spatial discretisation of the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations the finite
volume method is adopted. For the discretisation of the continuity equation, Equation
(2.1), consider a computational cell cut by a part of a moving geometry as shown in
Figure 2.8. Here, ue and uw are the horizontal velocities defined in the center of the open
part of the eastern and western cell face, respectively. The same definition holds for the
northern and southern vertical velocities vn and vs.











Figure 2.8: Conservation cell for the continuity equation
When applying conservation of mass in this cell, which means that the sum of the





nδx− uwAxwδy − vsAysδx + l(ub · nb) = 0, (2.5)
where the notation is explained in Figure 2.8. The normal of the boundary is based on the
edge apertures and given by nb = (δy(Axe−Axw), δx(Ayn−Ays))/||δy(Axe−Axw), δx(Ayn−Ays)||.






nδx − uwAwx δy − vsAysδx +
ub(A
x
e − Axw)δy + vb(Ayn − Ayx)δx = 0. (2.6)
This equation can be applied in every computational cell, regardless the configuration of
the geometry.
2.3.5 Spatial discretisation of the Navier-Stokes equations
The discretisation of the Navier-Stokes equations, Equation (2.2), is only discussed for
the equation in x-direction, the other directions follow a similar approach. The control
volumes in which the conservation law of momentum is applied, are chosen around ve-
locities which are defined at cell faces. For uncut cells the control volumes consist of the
left half of the cell right of the velocity and the right half of the cell left of the velocity
(see Figure 2.9).
When the cells are cut by an object, the control volumes are defined by bisecting
the adjacent computational cells. In Figure 2.10 two examples of control volumes in the
neighbourhood of cut cells are given.
Time derivative














Figure 2.9: Control volume for the momentum equation in x-direction (indicated with









Figure 2.10: Control volumes for the momentum equation in x-direction (indicated with
dashed line) in case of cut cells
Here, Vf is the control volume belonging to the horizontal central velocity uc. The size







subscripts e and w stand for eastern and western cell respectively (see Figure 2.11 for an
explanation of the notation).
Convective term
The convective term of the Navier-Stokes equation in x-direction is given by∫
∂Vf
u(u · nf )dSf .
This term represents the advection of momentum through the boundaries of volume Vf .
To distinguish between the velocity in the horizontal momentum u that is advected,
and the x-component of the velocity u in the mass fluxes u · nfdSf , the velocity in
the horizontal momentum u will be replaced by the symbol φ in the remainder of this
paragraph. First, an example of the convection in a control volume in the neighbourhood
of a moving object will be considered. After that, the general formula for the convective
terms will be given.
In Figure 2.11 an example of a control volume in the neighbourhood of a moving body
is given. The grey area denotes the body geometry which is moving with velocity ub.
The object velocity ubl holds for the complete part of the object in the left cell, whereas
in the right cell the object velocity is given by ubr
The momentum velocities φ on the different boundaries of the control volume are
calculated as a simple average of the velocities at the cell faces. The simple average is


















Figure 2.11: Control volume for the discretisation of convective terms
chosen every time an average is needed, because weighted averages would influence the
symmetry of the discretisations [92]. Using this average, the momentum velocities on the
















where φc, φn, φe, φs and φw are the horizontal velocities uc, un, ue, us and uw.
The convective discretisation can be written in terms of mass fluxes through the
boundaries of the control volume multiplied by the velocities φr, φu, φl and φd
∫
∂Vf
φ(u · nf )dSf = mrφr −mdφd −mlφl + muφu.
In the example control volume of Figure 2.11 where the boundaries are divided into
seven segments, mr consists of the sum of the horizontal mass fluxes through segments
1, 2 and 4. Mass flux ml is formed by the horizontal mass flux through segment 5, mu
by the (vertical) mass fluxes through segments 6 and 7, and md by the vertical mass
fluxes through segments 2, 3, 4 and 5. In general, the mass fluxes through the different
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(Aynevneδxe + max(0, (A
y
se − Ayne)vbr)δxe + Aynwvnwδxw +












(Aysevseδxe + max(0, (A
y
ne − Ayse)vbr)δxe + Ayswvswδxw +
max(0, (Aynw − Aysw)vbl)δxw).
(2.7)
Here Ax∗ and A
y
∗ are the boundary apertures belonging to the cell face where u∗ and v∗
are defined. The mass fluxes through the right and left boundary consist of a part from
the mass flux which is an average of the mass flux through the right and left cell face
(the first two terms) and a part from the moving body (the third term). The mass flux
due to the moving body is positive when the body is moving out of the cell. This results
for the mass flux through the right boundary mr in the term (A
x
c − Axe)ubr where ubr is
the velocity of the body in the eastern cell.
The fluxes through the upper and lower cell contain the fluxes due to the fluid veloc-
ities, where half of the left cell and half of the right cell have been taken. The fluxes due
to the moving object contain a max-function, which distinguishes between the situation
that the body is moving into or out of the cell. When in the example in Figure 2.11 the
body is moving downwards, the resulting mass flux in the eastern cell should be positive.
In this case, max(0, (Ayse − Ayne)vbr) is a positive number, so this will give a contribution
in mr. Then the part max(0, (A
y
ne −Ayse)vbr) in md equals zero. So the vertical mass flux
in the eastern cell due to the moving body only gives a contribution in mu, which results
in a positive contribution in Equation (2.7).
Now the discretisation of the convective terms can be written down by substituting
the mass fluxes and the momentum velocities in Equation (2.7), resulting in∫
∂Vf
φ(u · nf )dSf = mrφr −mdφd −mlφl + muφu =
1
2






















c − Axe)ubrδy) φe +
−1
4
(Aysevseδxe + max(0, (A
y
ne − Ayse)vbr)δxe+
Ayswvswδxw + max(0, (A
y







c − Axw)ublδy) φw +
1
4
(Aynevneδxe + max(0, (A
y
se − Ayne)vbr)δxe+
Aynwvnwδxw + max(0, (A
y
sw − Aynw)vbl)δxw) φn +
1
4
(Axeueδy − Axwuwδy + Aynevneδxe + Aynwvnwδxw − Aysevseδxe − Ayswvswδxw+
(Axc − Axe)ubrδy − (Axc − Axw)ublδy + (Aysw − Aynw)vblδxw + (Ayse − Ayne)vbrδxe) φc.
(2.8)
In the central coefficient (which is the coefficient in front of φc) the max-functions have
disappeared. To explain that, look at the term max(0, (Ayse − Ayne)vbr) − max(0, (Ayne −
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Ayse)vbr). If A
y
se − Ayne is positive, the first term gives a positive contribution and the
second term is zero; if Ayse − Ayne is negative, the first term is zero, whereas the second
term gives a positive contribution (without the minus sign). So the complete term can
be replaced by (Ayse − Ayne)vbr .
When examining the central coefficient further, the discrete continuity equations
(Equation (2.6)) for the eastern and western cell are recognised. Since both are zero,
the total central coefficient is zero. When also looking at the coefficients in front of
φe, φw , φn, and φs it can be clearly seen that the resulting matrix with the convective
coefficients is skew symmetric. So the skew-symmetric property of the continuous convec-
tive operator is conserved using this discretisation. This results in favourable numerical
properties, which will be used later in Section 2.3.7.
Diffusive term





∇u · ndS (2.9)
is not so straightforward. The discretisation can not be performed independent of the
exact location of the solid boundary, because derivatives of the horizontal velocity are
needed at the boundary of the control volumes, which do not need to be zero. In the
discretisation of the convective term only velocities at the boundaries are needed, which
are zero at solid boundaries, giving rise to a discretisation independent of the exact
boundary.
When writing the integrand in Equation (2.9) as ∂u
∂n
, a straightforward discretisation






















where Vk is a volume corresponding to segment k of the control volume and Ak is the
area of segment k. In [26] the precise choice for Vk is explained. A problem with this
formulation is the division by volume Vk, which can become arbitrarily small in cut cells.
This introduces instabilities in the discretisation. To prevent these instabilities another
discretisation is adopted, in which the geometry is handled in a ’staircase’ way. This
pretty inaccurate way of discretising the diffusive term does not influence the calculations
in this thesis, since these simulations are convection driven. And on the relatively coarse
grids, without much stretching towards the boundary of the bodies, the boundary layer









∇ · ∇u dV.
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Now, the midpoint rule has been used, which is also adopted for the spatial discretisation
of the time derivative. In two dimensions the integrand can be written as the sum of
the second order horizontal and vertical derivatives of the horizontal velocity. Using







Figure 2.12: Control volume for the discretisation of diffusive terms
volume. Using the first order derivatives, the second order derivative is calculated at the
position of uc. But to prevent division by short distances, the first order derivatives are
not positioned at the boundaries of the control volume, but in the center of the cells, thus
treating the cells as uncut. This results in



















(δxe + δxw) and δyc =
1
2




































From this expression it is clear that the matrix containing the diffusive coefficients is
symmetric. Furthermore, the diagonal entries (obtained by the coefficient of uc) are
negative, whereas the off-diagonal entries are positive. The sum of the off-diagonal entries
equals the diagonal entry, apart from a minus sign. So the resulting discrete diffusive
operator is a symmetric negative-definite matrix like the underlying difference operator
[20, 92].
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Upwind discretisation for convection: artificial viscosity
In the above derivation of the discretisation of the convective term a central discretisation
is used. To prevent wiggles that can occur in a central discretisation an upwind discreti-
sation is adopted. The upwind discretisation can be seen as a central discretisation with
an extra diffusion term that increases the diffusion with an amount of uh/2 with h the
mesh size. In the implementation of the upwind discretisation this interpretation is used,
so the diffusion coefficients have been altered by increasing the viscosity coefficient µ/ρ.
For example, when looking at the convective term in the x-direction, the convective co-
efficients in front of the eastern and western cell velocities are given by (using a central
















In case of a positive horizontal velocity no contribution from the eastern velocity is present
in the upwind discretisation. So this contribution has to be cancelled by the extra term in
the diffusion coefficient. In general, the diffusion coefficients for the western and eastern


















|Axwuw + Axcuc + (Axc − Axw)ubl|δy,
where the first part originates from Equation (2.10). Clearly, the second part of the
eastern diffusive coefficient de cancels the eastern convective coefficient ce when the hor-
izontal velocity is positive, since ce and de appear in front of the eastern velocity in the
momentum equation as (−ce + de)ue.
The extra contribution in the diffusive terms due to the upwind discretisation is always
positive, resulting in dissipation of energy. In the problems studied in this thesis the
artificial viscosity is much larger than the kinematic viscosity µ/ρ. In the convection and
gravity dominated simulations studied in this chapter, the extra energy dissipation is not
important. However, when studying wave simulations in a large domain for a simulation
time of many periods, the artificial viscosity induces unphysical wave damping as shown
in Section 3.6.1.
Pressure term
The discretisation of the pressure term in x-direction given by∮
∂V
pnxdS,
is done in the same manner as the convective terms: the integrand is evaluated over the
different segments of the control volume. Using the situation in Figure 2.13, where pe is
the pressure in the eastern cell and pw the pressure in the western cell (the pressure has











Figure 2.13: Control volume for discretisation of the pressure term









where the summation is over the seven segments of the control volume with nx the first
component of the normal vector and pk the pressure along segment k. For segments
1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 the pressure is equal to pe and for segments 5 and 6 the pressure is
equal to pw. Since nx is zero along segments 3, 6, and 7, these segments do not contribute






where αk is the angle between segment k and the vertical (0 ≤ αk < π2 ) and sk = 1 for
segment 1 and 2 and sk = −1 for segment 4 and 5. The integral in the right-hand side
of this equation is equal to the vertical length of segment k. Then, for the example in




c δy + pe(1− Axc )δy − pe(1− Axc )δy − pwAxc δy.
The contributions of segments 2 and 4 cancel each other, since these segments lie in the
same computational cell. This results in a general formulation that is independent of the
exact location of the solid boundary∮
∂V
pnxdS = (pe − pw)Axc δy. (2.10)
When examining the coefficients that appear in the pressure matrix in the discrete mo-
mentum equation, it is seen that the same geometrical information is present as in the
discrete divergence matrix. In fact, the coefficient Axc of pe also appears in the continuity
equation of the left cell and −Axc of pw in the right cell’s continuity equation. This shows
that the analytic property ∇ = −(∇·)T is also present in the properties of the matrices
for the discrete divergence and gradient operators.
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External force: gravity
Since gravity is the only external force present in this study, the discretisation of external
forces will only be shown for that case given by∫
Vf
FzdVf . (2.11)
When all velocities are equal to zero and gravity is the only external force, the pressure
term should cancel the gravity term since all other terms are equal to zero, and should
result in a hydrostatic pressure field. Therefore, the discretisation of the gravity term has
to be similar to the discretisation of the pressure term. When using Gauss’ divergence













 · ndSf = ∮
∂Vf
−gz nz dSf .
Evaluating this boundary integral of the hydrostatic pressure potential in the xz-plane




gz nz dSf = −Azcδx(gzn − gzs) = −Azcδxgδz,
where zn and zs are the coordinates of the northern and southern cell centers respectively.
2.3.6 Temporal discretisation and solution method
After the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations have been discretised in space, they can
be written as




= −C(uh, ub)uh +
1
ρ
(Duh −Gph) + F h. (2.13)
Here, uh is the vector containing all discrete velocities and ph contains all discrete pres-
sures. In the continuity equation the discrete divergence operator has been split into a
contribution M0 working on the interior velocities uh and a contribution M
b working on
boundary velocities ub. Then the property that the discrete divergence equals minus the
transpose of the discrete gradient can be written as
M0 = −GT
since the discrete gradient operator only works on pressures inside the fluid.
In the spatially discretised momentum equation, Equation (2.13), which consists of
three equations for every cell (in three dimensions), the matrix Ω is a diagonal ma-
trix containing the momentum control volumes. The matrix C contains the convective
coefficients, which are dependent on the interior and boundary velocities, and is skew
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symmetric. Matrix D contains the diffusive coefficients and is symmetric and negative
definite. The vector F h contains the gravitational force.
For the time discretisation the explicit forward Euler method is adopted. Using a










0)Tpn+1h ) + F
n
h. (2.15)
The continuity equation is discretised at the new time level to ensure a divergence free
velocity field at this time level.










h − δtΩ−1(C(unh, ubh)unh −
µ
ρ
Dunh − F nh). (2.17)
First, an auxiliary vector field ũnh is calculated using Equation (2.17). Next, Equation




(M0)Tpn+1h ) = −M
bun+1b .






where a Poisson equation for the pressure is recognised. From this equation the pressure is
solved using the SOR (Successive Over Relaxation) method where the optimal relaxation
parameter is determined during the iterations [5]. Once the pressure field is known, the
new velocity field is calculated from ũnh using the pressure gradient.
2.3.7 Stability
In this section, the stability of the adopted method is investigated. Thereto, first the
spatial discretisation is examined by evaluating the evolution of kinetic energy. The
temporal discretisation induces limits on the time step for the convective as well as the
diffusive terms.
Evolution of kinetic energy
For the stability of the spatial discretisation, the evolution of kinetic energy is interesting
to examine. Using the properties of the spatial discretisation matrices derived above, it
can be shown that in the absence of moving objects and external forces, the energy is







〈uh, ρΩuh〉 ≡ Eh,
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where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the standard inner product for a finite-dimensional vector space. The



















Using the discretised momentum equation as given in Equation (2.13) and omitting the






(〈−ρCuh, uh〉+ 〈Duh, uh〉+ 〈−Gph, uh〉) +
1
2




(〈−ρ(C + CT)uh, uh〉+ 〈(D + DT)uh, uh〉)− 〈Gph, uh〉.
Since the diffusive matrix is a symmetric matrix (D = DT), the convective matrix is skew
symmetric (C + CT = 0), and GT = −M0, the last expression can be written as
dEh
dt
= 〈Duh, uh〉+ 〈ph, M0uh〉.
In the absence of moving objects (ub = 0), it follows from Equation (2.12) that M
0uh = 0.
So the kinetic energy is only dissipated, since the discrete diffusive matrix D is negative
definite.
In the case that moving objects are present, the kinetic energy is affected by the
pressure, since from Equation (2.12) it follows that 〈ph, M0uh〉 = 〈ph,−M bub〉. When




= 〈Duh, uh〉+ 〈ph, M0uh〉+ 〈ρF h, uh〉
Since the discretisation of the external force due to gravity is performed consistent with
the pressure discretisation, the external force contribution can be written as
〈ρF h, uh〉 = 〈−Gρgz,uh〉 = 〈(M0)Tρgz, uh〉 = 〈ρgz, M0uh〉.
Thus, in the presence of gravity and moving objects, the energy evolution is given by
dEh
dt
= 〈Duh, uh〉+ 〈ph + ρgz,−M bub〉.
The first term only gives dissipation of energy, since D is a negative definite matrix.
Further change of energy due to pressure is completely controlled by the motion of the
object. So the spatial discretisation will not cause uncontrolled energy increase.
Convection
In the case of uncut cells with fixed objects the stability of the equation containing the
time integration term and the convective term is given by the CFL-restriction [16], which
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in one dimension reads δt|u|/h ≤ 1 (h is the size of the uncut cell). When cut cells
are present, for the chosen convective discretisation this criterion is not changed. This
result is not directly straightforward when looking at the equation containing the time
derivative and the convective term
∂u
∂t
= −Ω−1C(u, ub)u. (2.19)
The matrix Ω is a diagonal matrix containing volumes of the cells, so these entries can
become arbitrarily small for cut cells, hence the elements in Ω−1 can become arbitrarily
large. To examine stability, the eigenvalues of the convective matrix C, generated by
Equation (2.8), have to be determined. These eigenvalues can be estimated as being of
order O(Ωu/h). The Ω in this estimation cancels the contribution of Ω−1 in Ω−1C, leaving
the stability criterion for cut cells the same as for uncut cells [23]. The proof of this result
(described in [19]) uses Gerschgorin circles and is not straightforward. To get a feeling
that the uncut CFL-criterion indeed is enough for stability, consider the cell shown in
Figure 2.14 that is partly blocked by fixed geometry. The CFL-number belonging to the
horizontal velocity CFLu = ucδt/hx has a division by hx, which is a small number. To
see that the order of the CFL-number is in the uncut cell size, estimate the horizontal
velocity uc in terms of the vertical velocities using the continuity equation for this cell:
hyuc + vnhx − vshx = 0 ⇒ uc =
(vs − vn)hx
hy










where the division by hx has disappeared. So, in the case of Figure 2.14, the CFL-number






Figure 2.14: The stability criterion for a cut cell is the same as for an uncut cell
When moving objects are present, the story becomes somewhat different. A distinc-
tion can be made between the object moving normal to its boundary and tangential to its
boundary (as shown in the left and right of Figure 2.15 respectively). When the object is
moving tangential to its boundary, the eigenvalues of the matrix C(u, ub) can again be es-
timated by O(Ωu/h), which means that stability is guaranteed when the CFL-restriction
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is used. But when the object is moving normal to itself, the eigenvalues of C(u, ub) are
O(hub). Now stability is not guaranteed anymore, with eigenvalues of Ω
−1C(u, ub) in
Equation (2.19) of order O(Ω−1hub). They can become arbitrarily large due to the factor
Ω−1.
To cancel the effect of Ω−1, a formulation based on a weighted average of the fluid
velocity and the boundary velocity is applied in the cells cut by the moving object.
To avoid smearing of the interface in cases where it is not necessary to stabilise the
convective term (namely when the object is moving tangentially to its boundary), the
following discretisation is used
un+1 = Λ(un − δt(Ωn+1)−1Cnun) + (I − Λ)un+1b , (2.20)
with weight factor Λ = Ωn+1(Ωn+1 + |∆Ω|)−1, where ∆Ω = Ωn+1 − Ωn is the difference
between cell volumes at two different time steps. The weight factor Λ has been chosen such
that the stabilising term is only used when the body is moving; note that it equals unity
for fixed objects. Furthermore, maximum stabilisation is established when the object
is moving normal to its boundary, whereas no stabilisation is used when the object is
moving tangential to its boundary (as ∆Ω = 0 then).
ub ub ub ub
Figure 2.15: Left: boundary moving normal to itself: maximum stabilisation is required;
right: boundary moving tangential to itself: no stabilisation is required
Diffusion
Also from the diffusive term, a stability criterion follows with a restriction on the time
step. In the case of uncut cells, this criterion is given by δt ≤ h2/2ν, where ν denotes
kinematic viscosity. Since the diffusive term is discretised as if all cells were uncut (’stair-
case’ approach) as explained before, the above criterion is also valid in the cut-cell model.
In most cases studied in this thesis, the diffusive time step limit is much less restrictive
than the limit on the time step following from the CFL-criterion.
2.3.8 Solid wall boundary conditions
At solid walls and inside fixed or moving objects boundary conditions for the velocity are
needed. Therefore, the no-slip boundary condition u = ub is used. Velocities between
two B-cells and between a B- and F-cell are set equal to the velocity of the object. So in
fixed objects and walls u = 0 is adopted, so the BB- and FB-velocities are set equal to
zero.
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2.3.9 Pressure at the free surface
A boundary condition for the pressure is needed in surface cells. The pressure in surface
cells can be calculated from interpolation between the pressure at the free surface and
the pressure in an adjacent fluid cell. The boundary condition that defines the pressure
at the free surface is given by Equation (2.3), which describes the continuity of normal
stresses at the free surface. The term containing the viscosity is neglected, which leaves
p = p0 − σκ, (2.21)
with p0 the atmospheric pressure, σ the surface tension and κ the total curvature of the
free surface. Although surface tension is not the driving force in the simulations studied
in this thesis, it can not always be neglected. To calculate the contribution of the surface
tension in the pressure at the free surface, the total curvature of the free surface has to
be determined in every S-cell.
If the free surface is given by a level-set function s(x, y, t) = 0, the total curvature is
given by κ = ∇ · n, where n = ∇s/|∇s| is the normal at the free surface. In this study,
a local height function is introduced to calculate the total curvature. The local height
function is defined based on the orientation of the free surface. If the orientation of the
free surface is more vertical than horizontal, the local height function is defined parallel
with the x-axis, otherwise it is defined parallel to the y-axis (in 2D). The values of the
local height function are calculated using VOF-fractions of three adjacent computational
cells (see Figure 2.31 for a visual explanation). If for example the orientation of the free







Figure 2.16: Local height function to calculate the total curvature κ
terms of the level set function this corresponds to s(x, y, t) = x− h(y, t). In this case the














tised using standard finite differences. Then the discrete curvature in the centre S-cell of


























In three dimensions the procedure for the calculation of the curvature is a bit more
complicated, but follows the same approach. Details can be found in [26].
At the intersection of the free surface and the solid body a boundary condition is
needed for computing the total curvature. This is given by a static contact angle, which
is the angle between the normal of the free surface and the normal of the solid body. The
discretisation of the contact angle will not be explained in this thesis, but is described in
[26].
Once the total curvature has been calculated, the pressure at the free surface pfs is
determined using Equation (2.21). The pressure in surface cells pS is now calculated
from the pressure at the free surface and the pressure in an adjacent fluid cell pF [44].
The fluid cell that is used for the interpolation is chosen based on the orientation of the
free surface. If for example the orientation of the free surface is mainly horizontal (as in
Figure 2.17) with the fluid below the free surface, the fluid cell below the surface cell is
used for the interpolation. The pressure in the centre of the surface cell is calculated by
linear interpolation as
pS = ηpfs + (1− η)pF
using the notation in Figure 2.17 and η = h/d. If no fluid cell is found as neighbour of
the surface cell, the pressure in the surface cell is set equal to the atmospheric pressure,





Figure 2.17: Pressure interpolation in surface cells
2.3.10 Velocities at the free surface: SE-velocities
Velocities in the neighbourhood of the free surface can be grouped in different classes,
based on the velocity labels (see Figure 2.18). Recalling that the velocities are defined at
the cell faces, there are 5 different labels of the velocities in the neighbourhood of the free
surface (without the presence of solid boundaries): FF, FS, SS, SE and EE-velocities.
The first class of velocities that all have the same numerical treatment consists of the
velocities between two F-cells, between two S-cells and between an S- and F-cell. These
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velocities are determined by solving the momentum equation and are called momentum
velocities. The second class consists of the velocities between an S and an E-cell. The
choice for these SE-velocities has a very large impact on the robustness and accuracy of
the method. The last class consists of velocities between two E-cells that are sometimes
needed to solve the momentum equation. These are determined using the tangential
free surface condition. In this section, the SE and EE-velocity boundary conditions are
discussed.
F F F F
S S S F
E E E S FF, FS, SS: momentum equation
EE: tangential free surface condition
SE: extrapolation
Figure 2.18: Different classes of velocities near the free surface
For the calculation of momentum velocities, velocities at the faces between surface and
empty cells are needed. In the original Marker and Cell method [39], mass conservation
is demanded in surface cells to determine the SE-velocity or velocities in the surface
cell. This method has been widely used since. In [14] a thorough description of the free
surface boundary conditions is given. In that paper also conservation of mass in surface
cells is demanded, where obstacle cells are taken into account. In [13], the SUMMAC
method is described, based on the MAC-method. It turned out that for simulation of
waves the conservation-of-mass method to determine SE-velocities is not very accurate.
An extrapolation of the velocity field has been used instead.
In the method described in this thesis, the advantages and disadvantages of both mass
conservation and extrapolation have been combined in a new method. In this section,
first the mass conservation method and the extrapolation method are described, after
which the choice for the adopted new method is motivated. Some results are shown to
illustrate the behaviour of the different methods.
Method 1: mass conservation in S-cells
The first method to determine velocities on faces between surface and empty cells is
to demand mass conservation in a surface cell. This means that the total flux through
the boundaries of a surface cell equals zero. Thereto, apertures have to be taken into
account, as in the discretised continuity equation, Equation (2.6). In two dimensions,
three different configurations of empty cells around a surface cell can be distinguished, as
shown in Figure 2.19. In the left configuration, only one SE-velocity is present around the
central S-cell. Conservation of mass can be applied immediately, where the SE-velocity
follows from the other three velocities, taking into account the geometry apertures. In
the second configuration, two SE-velocities are present that are not positioned opposite
each other. In this case the net-flux through both SS-faces is divided over the two SE-
faces. To divide this flux over the two SE-faces, first the SE-velocities are set equal to














Figure 2.19: Three configurations of SE-velocities at the faces of a surface cell
the opposite SS-velocity, then the rest-flux is equally divided over the two SE-velocities.
This way, the characteristics of the main direction of the flow are taken into account (in
the first step), as well as the mass conservation in the S-cell (in the second step). The
central S-cell in the right configuration also has two E-cell neighbours, but positioned
opposite each other in this case. Now, the SE-velocities are determined by dividing the
net flux through the SS-faces equally over both SE-faces.
There are two disadvantages of this method. First, instabilities can occur in the case
of small cut cells which can even result in divergence of the computation. For example,
in the configuration shown in Figure 2.20, the SE-velocity of the lower central S-cell is
getting very large when applying conservation of mass in this cell. The SE-velocity is




(AzSSwSS − AxFSuFS − 0). (2.22)
Because of division through the small aperture AxSE, the resulting SE-velocity gets very
large. If this configuration stays the same for several time steps, the velocity is enlarged
every time step with the factor 1/AxSE. Due to the CFL-criterion for stability this increase
in velocity results in a decrease of the time step, until infinitely small time steps. At the
end, this causes the simulation to break down. Another disadvantage of this method is
F S E
S S E
Figure 2.20: Configuration with small SE-face resulting in large SE-velocity; the dark-
grey area is solid wall, the light-grey area fluid
the observed inaccuracy in wave simulations. This will be explained in the next chapter
in Section 3.4
Method 2: extrapolation from interior velocity field
To prevent the instabilities and inaccuracy in the first method described above, the
principle of demanding mass conservation in surface cells is dropped. This does not violate
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mass conservation in the whole domain because in surface cells, which are only partly
filled with fluid, no mass conservation is present. Instead it is proposed to determine
the SE-velocities using extrapolation from the interior velocity field. Therefore, for every
surface cell the direction in which the main body of the fluid is positioned is determined.
Then, the SE-velocities of the surface cell are extrapolated from this direction. The
direction of the main body of the fluid is found by examining the VOF-values of a 3× 3
block of cells (in three dimensions a 3 × 3 × 3 block) as explained in Section 2.4.3. In
Figure 2.21, an example is shown where the main direction of the fluid is in the negative
z-direction (as is the case in most simulations with gravity). Then the horizontal SE-
velocity uSE is found by extrapolation using (at least) uFS, and the vertical SE-velocities










Figure 2.21: Determination of SE-velocities using extrapolation
The extrapolation can be done with different degrees of accuracy. In the current
method a constant or linear extrapolation is used. In case of a wave that is propagating
without disturbances linear extrapolation gives the best estimate for SE-velocities (as will
be shown in Section 3.4). A disadvantage of linear extrapolation is that it can lead to
instabilities when the velocity field is not smooth. In Figure 2.22 part of a velocity field
is shown, where the SF and FF-velocities have opposite signs. When the SE-velocity is
now calculated using linear extrapolation
uSE = 2uFS − uFF
the velocity becomes unphysically large with an amplification factor of approximately
three. If this configuration stays the same for several consecutive time steps, the velocity
will ’blow up’, leading to very small time steps due to the CFL-criterion for stability. In
the end, this can cause the simulation to break down. To avoid this, constant extrapola-
tion, where the SE-velocity is just copied from its lower neighbour uSE = uFS, should be
chosen. Another disadvantage of the extrapolation method is the occurrence of numerical
spikes in the pressure time series, as explained in the next paragraph.
Influence of SE-velocities on numerical spikes in the pressure
When looking at the pressure or force time series resulting from computations, often
pressure spikes can be observed. An example is shown in the left of Figure 2.25, where







Figure 2.22: Very large SE-velocity due to linear extrapolation using uFS and uFF
the force signal of water smashing against a structure is plotted. In this simulation green
water flow on the deck of a vessel is modelled by releasing a dam of water around the
bow of the vessel. The vessel is fixed, and the water flows over the deck due to gravity.
In Figure 2.23 a snapshot is shown of this simulation, three seconds after the water dam
has been released. On the deck of the vessel a cylinder is placed, at which forces are
calculated during the simulation. This force signal is shown in Figure 2.25.
Figure 2.23: Snapshot of a simulation of green water flow on the deck of a fixed vessel
In this fixed-object case, the pressure spikes are originating from the free surface
boundary conditions, especially the SE-velocities. The spikes occur because of changing
cell labels: a surface cell changes to a fluid cell or an empty cell changes to a fluid cell. In
Figure 2.24 an example of a configuration is shown, where a surface cell changes to a fluid
cell, because the fluid has flowed to the right. The spike occurs when the velocity field is
not divergence free in the S-cell, which means that the SE-velocities have not been chosen
such that conservation of mass is applied in the S-cell. When such an S-cell becomes an
F-cell, the pressure has to respond actively to create a divergence free velocity field in the
F-cell. This response of the pressure is visible in a (numerical) pressure spike in this F-
cell. As pressure pulses are travelling with infinite speed because of the incompressibility
of the fluid, the pressure spike is noticed throughout the computational domain. So, these
spikes will also be visible in the force, which is an integral of the pressure over the object
surface.
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t = t + δt
F F S
F S E
Figure 2.24: Label of the lower S-cell changes to an F-cell
The problem of pressure spikes due to changing labels is not present when using
method 1 (conservation of mass) for SE-velocities. But the price to be paid when using
this method, instabilities resulting in divergence of the simulations and inaccuracies in
wave simulations, is very high. Nevertheless, the only way to suppress the pressure spikes
is to demand conservation of mass in S-cells. When using method 2 (extrapolation) for
SE-velocities, no conservation of mass is applied in S-cells, resulting in pressure spikes.
This method has been used in the left of Figure 2.25, where the spikes in the pressure
are clearly visible.
Figure 2.25: Horizontal force on the cylinder on the deck of a fixed vessel without (left)
and with (right) changing former SE-velocities such that mass conservation is applied in
the former S-cell
To avoid the pressure spikes without demanding conservation of mass in every S-cell,
the following method is used. When the free surface velocities are calculated, all SE-
velocities are determined using extrapolation. Then, at the start of the next time step,
situations are identified where a surface cell has changed to a fluid cell at the end of the
previous time step. Then, the velocities that were SE-velocity in the previous time step
(they have changed to FS-velocities at the end of the time step) are changed, such that
conservation of mass is applied in the former S-cell. Sometimes, also an E-cell changes
to an F-cell in one time step. This can happen in the neighbourhood of the object, since
the CFL-criterion is based on the uncut mesh size, implying that fluid can maximally
travel one (uncut) cell in one time step. In those cases, the former E-cell will be made
divergence free. Due to the change of the former SE-velocities at the start of the time
step, the pressure sees an F-cell that already had conservation of mass in the previous
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time step. This results in a much smoother pressure time series. This method has been
adopted in the simulation shown in the right of Figure 2.25: SE-velocities are calculated
using extrapolation, but when an S- or E-cell changes to an F-cell, mass conservation is
restored in that former S- or E-cell.
Unfortunately, conservation of mass can not be applied afterwards in all configura-
tions. When, for example, an empty cell is completely surrounded by S- and F-cells and
fluid enters the empty cell (as in Figure 2.26), the E-cell cannot be made divergence free
afterwards. Since making the surrounding S-cells divergence free fixes all the velocities at
the faces of the E-cell. This is for example the case in a simulation of a dambreak, from
which pressure time series are shown in Figure 2.58. The large spikes at about 1.3 seconds









Figure 2.26: E-cell changes to an F-cell; mass conservation can not be applied to the
E-cell, resulting in a pressure spike
Using the idea of mass conservation to calculate SE-velocities when an S-cell changes
to an F-cell, still a very large SE-velocity can be introduced due to small edge apertures
(as in Figure 2.20). Fortunately, this very large velocity will only be present in the time
step when the repair has been established, but it can become so large that it still initiates
an instability. To prevent the occurrence of these very large velocities a limiter has been
introduced. There are two options for such a limiter: limit the size of the velocity or
limit the size of the aperture such that the apertures will not become too small. Both
options are a bit arbitrary, some threshold for the limiter should be chosen. To be on the
safe side, thus to prevent instabilities that could lead to divergence of the method which
is much worse than some pressure spikes, both limiters are used in the determination of
SE-velocities. The limiter for the apertures is global, all apertures smaller than a certain
threshold, in the order of 0.01, are closed. The error introduced by this limiter is very
small and does not increase in time, since the geometry is moved every time step from
its original position at time t = 0.
Adopted method for SE-velocities
To recapitulate the above discussion about SE-velocities, in this section a summary will
be given of the chosen method. In principle method 2 is used, which means that SE-
velocities are extrapolated from the interior velocity field. Therefore, first the direction of
the main body of the fluid is determined, after which the velocities are extrapolated from
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that direction. At the start of a new time step it is checked if there are F-cells that were
E- or S-cell in the previous time step. In that case, the former SE-velocities, as calculated
at the end of the previous time step, are changed such that mass conservation holds in
the former S- or E-cell. This procedure has been added to prevent pressure spikes. In
Section 3.4 some more remarks are made about using linear or constant extrapolation
and the influence of this choice on the accuracy of wave simulations.
Finally, for robustness, one more configuration of S- and E-cells should be noted that
could lead to instabilities. This concerns a droplet that sticks to a sloping wall as in Figure
2.27. Using the above procedure for the SE-velocity, the SE-velocity is simply copied from
the FS-velocity (constant extrapolation). In terms of mass fluxes, the mass flux through
the SE-boundary is much larger than the mass flux through the FS-boundary. This leads
to a larger FS-velocity in the next time step to compensate for the large mass flux that
enters the cell through the SE-boundary. But this larger FS-velocity is copied again
to the SE-velocity the next time step. If this configuration stays the same for several
consecutive time steps, the FS-velocity will ’blow up’, which finally results in divergence
of the method. This problem only occurs when the aperture belonging to the velocity
E S F
E S S
Figure 2.27: Configuration with small FS-face, adding energy when the aperture of the
FS-face is not accounted for in the calculation of the SE-velocity
used for the extrapolation is smaller that the aperture of the SE-velocity. To prevent this
problem, the aperture of the FS-cell should be taken into account. So, calculating the





Then, the SE-velocity will not give rise to an increase of the FS-velocity. This has been
incorporated in the method by accounting for apertures if the aperture belonging to the
velocity used for extrapolation is smaller than the aperture of the SE-velocity. Note that
accounting for apertures in the case that the factor AxFS/A
x
SE is larger than one, can
cause instabilities as explained in the description of method 1 (Equation (2.22)). Using
the above described method ensures a very robust treatment of the free surface boundary
condition for SE-velocities.
2.3.11 Velocities at the free surface: EE-velocities
Between two surface cells a momentum equation is solved, which means that EE-velocities
are needed as boundary condition (see Figure 2.28). The EE-velocities are determined
using the tangential free surface condition given by Equation (2.4). Instead of discretising








Figure 2.28: Calculation of EE-velocity boundary conditions
∂un/∂t and ∂ut/∂n in arbitrary directions, two Cartesian directions are chosen depending
on the orientation of the EE-velocity. In the example of Figure 2.28, where the SS- and
EE-velocity are in x-direction and the SE-velocities in y-direction, the normal direction
is chosen to be the y-direction and the tangential direction is the x-direction. This leads










which is discretised using a central discretisation, giving for the required uEE




In three dimensions, dependent on the direction of the EE-velocity and the SE-velocities,



















In the case that an EE-velocity is surrounded by more than one SS-velocity, the EE-
velocity is calculated as an average using the SS-velocities. Exact details about which
procedure is used in the different configurations can be found in [26].
2.4 Free surface displacement
Once the pressure and velocity field have been calculated, the free surface will be displaced
using a method based on the Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) function. The VOF function is a
discrete function with values between zero and one in each cell, indicating the fraction of
the cell that is filled with fluid. When the VOF function F s = 1, the cell is completely
filled with fluid, whereas when F s = 0, the cell is empty. When taking into account the
geometry apertures of a cell, the following holds: 0 ≤ F s ≤ F b ≤ 1.
Every time step the free surface is displaced using the advection Equation (1.1). In
this thesis, two different methods are discussed: the original Hirt-Nichols method [44] and
the method of Youngs [98]. Both methods are described, together with an enhancement:
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Ref. Reconstruction Advection 2/3D
Biausser [4] PLIC segment-Lagrangian VOF 3D
Cerne [12] PLIC (LVIRA) direction split 2D
Guyffier [38] PLIC direction split 3D
Harvie [40] PLIC stream scheme 2D
Harvie [41] PLIC defined donating region (DDR) 2D
Hirt [44] SLIC stair stepped multidimensional (min/max limiters) 2D
Kothe [55] SLIC stair stepped Hirt-Nichols VOF 2D
Kothe [56] PLIC dir. split and multidimensional 3D
Muzaferija [67] no reconstruction high resolution interface capturing 2/3D
(HRIC)
Noh [69] SLIC direction split 2D
Pilliod [75] PLIC (ELVIRA) dir. split and multidimensional 2D
Rider [78] PLIC dir. split and multidimensional 2D
Rudman [79] no reconstruction FCT-VOF (flux corrected transport) 2D
Scardovelli [81] PLIC direction split EI-LE 2D
(Eulerian implicit-Lagrangian explicit)
Tank [88] PLIC direction split 2/3D
Youngs [98] PLIC direction split 2D
Table 2.1: Users of different VOF methods in literature
the introduction of a local height function. Results of some standard tests are shown:
advection of a square and circle, rotation of a slotted disk, three-dimensional rotation of
a notched brick and the deformation of a circle in a single vortex velocity field. Finally,
the methods have been tested on a real case: a breaking dam in two dimensions. But
first, an overview of the various VOF methods found in the literature is given.
2.4.1 Overview of VOF methods
Since the first introduction of VOF methods in the seventies and eighties of the last
century, they have become very popular. In this overview a selection of the literature
is made, which gives an overview of recent developments in VOF methods. The VOF
methods are often classed by two features: the way the interface is reconstructed and the
method for advecting the interface. Table 2.1 presents the reconstruction and advection
features of some published volume tracking methods. A column has been added with
information about the spatial dimension in which the methods are employed.
For the interface reconstruction two main methods are in use. Firstly, the simple line
interface calculation (SLIC) by Noh and Woodward [69], where the interface is said to
be parallel with one of the coordinate axes (see the left of Figure 2.29). Hirt and Nichols
[44] also use a SLIC kind of reconstruction, which is not performed explicitly, but in this
method within a cell a stair stepped interface form can be created. The second method
was first used by Youngs [98], where a piecewise linear interface calculation (PLIC) is
done (see the right of Figure 2.29). The piecewise linear reconstruction is much more
accurate than piecewise constant, which is why it is used in most of the recent VOF
publications (see Table 2.1). The disadvantage of the PLIC method is that it is more
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Figure 2.29: Reconstruction of a circular arc using SLIC (left) and PLIC (right)
complicated than SLIC, especially in three dimensions it is not easy to find a method for
a piecewise planar reconstruction of the interface that is accurate and efficient. In the
PLIC method the interface in a cell is represented by a plane (in two dimensions a line)
given by
nxx + nyy + nzz = c
To find the linear approximation of the interface in a cell, two steps are taken: first, the
normal to the interface (nx, ny, nz) is calculated using VOF data in surrounding cells;
second, the plane constant c is determined, using the calculated normal and the VOF-
value in a cell. The calculation of the normal has a large influence on the accuracy of the
method. Several methods are in use, from which two are shortly described here.
• Youngs [98] calculates the normal in the four vertices of the cell (in 2D) using finite
differences of the VOF-values (n = ∇F/|∇F |). Then the normal in the cell is taken
as the mean of the normals in the four vertices. Also used by e.g. [4, 38, 40, 41, 56].
• Puckett [76] uses a least squares error minimisation technique (LVIRA). In a 3× 3
block of cells a linear approximation of the interface is found with slope m by min-
imising the error between the VOF-values calculated using the linear approximation
and the actual VOF-values in the 3 × 3 block of cells. The error is minimised by
rotating the line under the constraint that the line exactly reproduces the volume
fraction in the central S-cell. Pilliod [75] uses a same approach, but chooses the
slope with minimal error from six candidate slopes (ELVIRA). The six candidates
slopes are calculated using the backward, central and forward differences of the
VOF-values in x- and y-direction. The error minimisation methods are also used
by e.g. [2, 12, 40, 41].
In his paper Pilliod [75] determines the order of convergence of the different reconstruction
methods. He concludes that only LVIRA and ELVIRA are truly second order methods
(a line is reconstructed exactly), whereas Youngs’ method and Hirt-Nichols VOF are first
order.
After the interface has been reconstructed, it is advected. The advection can be
done direction split or multidimensional. In the direction split approach the interface is
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reconstructed after which it is advected in the first coordinate direction. Then, a new
reconstruction is made and the advection in the second coordinate direction is done based
on the new reconstruction (e.g. [12, 38, 69, 98]). For symmetry, the order of the directions
should be alternated. In multidimensional methods, there is only one reconstruction after
which the advection is done in all directions simultaneously (e.g. [44, 78, 79]). In Table
2.1 it is indicated for some publications whether a direction split or a multidimensional
method is used. Rudman [79] remarks that direction split gives more accurate results.
However, Rider [78] states that the results are similar and argues that multidimensional
advection could be a better choice for efficiency and symmetry considerations. In three
dimensional computations direction split is mostly used, because it is very difficult to
construct a multidimensional method for a proper flux calculation in three dimensions.
For the calculation of fluxes, many different methods are in use. Some are Lagrangian
methods in the sense that markers are placed on the reconstructed interface (as in [4]).
Most methods use a flux calculation, where the amount of fluid that should be fluxed
is calculated geometrically by defining a region for every cell boundary from which the
present fluid will be fluxed through the boundary. In many of the methods fluid can
be fluxed twice or not fluxed at all, in which cases redistribution algorithms are used
to conserve mass e.g. [40, 78]. In some two-dimensional methods, mass is rigorously
conserved and no redistribution is necessary, e.g. [41, 60], but these methods can not be
extended to three dimensions in a straightforward manner.
2.4.2 Hirt-Nichols VOF
In the original VOF method introduced by Hirt and Nichols [44] no explicit reconstruction
of the interface is performed. To compute the VOF function at the new time level, fluxes
are calculated over every cell face using a donor-acceptor method. Generally, the direction
of the velocity defines whether a cell becomes a donor or acceptor cell. The flux through
a cell face is calculated as the velocity times the area of the cell face A and the time step
δF s = F su · nAδt. (2.23)












δF ss ) the VOF function is updated from time level n to n + 1 using the explicit time
integration
(F s)n+1 = (F s)n +
δF se + δF
s
n − δF sw − δF ss
δxδy
.
Away from the free surface this leads to a net flux of zero. In the neighbourhood of
the free surface the calculation of the fluxes is somewhat more complicated. If the above
procedure is used for fluxes at the free surface the newly calculated F s may become larger
than F b or smaller than 0. This occurs because the cells near the free surface are not
completely filled with fluid, such that the flux may exceed the amount of fluid present
in the donor cell. Hence, in the original VOF method the flux near the free surface is
computed as
δF sc = min{
F sAD
F bAD
|Axcucδt|+ CF, F sDδxD}, (2.24)
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AD − F sAD
F bAD
|Axcucδt| − (F bD − F sD)δxD, 0}. (2.25)
In these equations, F sD and F
s
A are the values of the VOF-function in the donor and accep-
tor cell respectively. The subscript AD stands for the donor or acceptor cell, depending
on the orientation of the free surface. If the free surface is more or less advected normal
to itself, or if either the acceptor cell or the cell upstream of the donor cell is empty,
the acceptor cell is used, otherwise the donor cell is used. The min-operator in Equation
(2.24) is present to avoid fluxing of more fluid to the acceptor cell than the donor cell
contains. The max-operator in Equation (2.25) accounts for an additional flux CF if the
amount of void in the donor cell exceeds the amount available. Despite these min- and
max-limiters, the VOF-value can still exceed its ranges. In the original VOF-method, F s
is rounded off: when F s exceeds F b after fluxing the fluid, it is reset to F b, when F s is
smaller than 0, it is reset to 0.
2.4.3 Local height function
The most well-known drawback of the VOF-method is the appearance of flotsam and
jetsam, which are small droplets of fluid disconnecting from the free surface [40, 78]. In
the left of Figure 2.32, a snapshot is shown of the free surface of a breaking dam flow at
the end of the calculation (the water has gone through the domain back and forth). There
are many small droplets, close to the free surface, which are due to the reconstruction
and displacement of the free surface. Another drawback of the method is that mass is
not conserved in the domain. Due to rounding off the VOF-values at the end of the
displacement algorithm, water can be lost or gained. In the example of the dambreak
about 7% of the water was lost. To prevent these problems of the original VOF-method,
the displacement of the fluid in the neighbourhood of the free surface has been adapted.
A local height function, which was already introduced for the calculation of the curvature
in Section 2.3.9, is used to displace the fluid in surface cells. First, the direction of the
local height function (horizontal or vertical) is determined using a 3 × 3 block of cells
(in three dimensions a 3 × 3 × 3 block). Looking at the fluid distribution in the left
of Figure 2.31, the local height function of the central S-cell is found by comparing the
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difference in VOF-values between the eastern and western cell with the difference between
the northern and southern cell. In this case the vertical direction is chosen for the local
height function, because the difference in vertical direction is larger (namely 0.9 compared







Figure 2.31: Definition of local height function for central S-cell
VOF-values in a column of three cells, leading to hc = 1.1 for the central S-cell (see
Figure 2.31).
After calculating the fluxes across the cell boundaries of all three cells (the dashed-line
region in Figure 2.31) as in classical VOF, not the individual VOF values of the three
column cells are updated, but the height function is updated. The individual VOF values
of the three cells are then calculated from the height of the fluid in the column.
When combining the original Hirt-Nichols VOF method with the local height function,
the method is strictly mass conserving and almost no flotsam and jetsam appear. This
combined method has been used in the dambreak simulation resulting in the snapshot
in the right of Figure 2.32. The number of droplets is much smaller than in the original
VOF-method. In Figure 2.33, the change of the total water volume during the dambreak
simulations is shown. The loss of water using standard VOF is considerable, about 7 %
after 6 seconds. In the adapted VOF method, the loss of water is only 0.02 %, so mass
is almost perfectly conserved. Both methods will also be compared with each other in
other tests, later in this section.
2.4.4 Youngs VOF
Another way to improve the accuracy of the VOF method, especially to get rid of the
flotsam and jetsam, is a piecewise linear reconstruction of the interface. In the PLIC
method in every cell the interface is represented by a plane, where the planes do not
necessarily connect at a cell boundary between two cells. The plane is represented by
nxx + nyy + nzz = c.
Basically, Youngs’ method [98] is used for the reconstruction and advection of the in-
terface, with some adjustments to simplify the calculations. First, the reconstruction is
explained by describing the calculation of the normal and the plane constant. Then the
advection is described. The adopted procedure has been explained in great detail in [26].
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Figure 2.32: Snapshots at the end of dambreak flow simulations with different algorithms
for the displacement of the free surface: original VOF (left) and VOF combined with a
local height function (right)
Figure 2.33: Change in water volume during a dambreak simulation using original VOF
and VOF combined with a local height function
Calculation of the interface normal
Analytically, the unit normal is given by n = ∇F s/|∇F s|. The normal is calculated using
finite differences after the idea of Rider and Kothe [78]. The equation for the (not yet
normalised) normal ñ = ∇F s is discretised with respect to all neighbours, which results
in two dimensions in 8 equations that can be written as
xe − xc 0
xe − xc yn − yc
0 yn − yc
xw − xc yn − yc
xw − xc 0
xw − xc ys − yc
0 ys − yc








F se − F sc
F sne − F sc
F sn − F sc
F snw − F sc
F sw − F sc
F ssw − F sc
F ss − F sc
F sse − F sc

, (2.26)






















Figure 2.34: Explanation of the notation used in the computation of the interface normal
where the notation is explained in Figure 2.34 and (ñx, ñy) is the non-normalised normal.
In this system of equations, the first equation simply originates from a discretisation
with respect to the eastern neighbour: ñx = (Fe − Fc)/(xe − xc). The second equation
originates from a discretisation with respect to the north-eastern neighbour. Therefore,
four equations are formed:
(xe − xc) ñx = F se − F sc
(xe − xc) ñx = F sne − F sn
(yn − yc) ñy = F sn − F sc
(yn − yc) ñy = F sne − F se
These four equations are summed and divided by 2, which results in the second equation
in the system (2.26). The other equations are found in a similar way. This system of
equations is written in matrix form as Añ = b. The left and right hand side of this
equation are multiplied by AT giving a 2 × 2 (in three dimensions a 3 × 3) system of
equations for ñ. From this system ñ is solved using Gaussian elimination, after which ñ
is normalised to find n.
Calculation of the plane constant
After the normal is determined, the plane constant c is calculated using the constraint
that the fractional volume of the cell for which nxx + nyy + nzz > c, equals the VOF
value in that cell. The correct value for c is found using the bisection method. The
upper and lower bounds of the first bisection iteration are found by calculating the VOF
values belonging to lines through the four vertices of the cell parallel to the interface (for
an example, see Figure 2.35). The calculated VOF values are compared with the actual
VOF value, after which an upper and lower bound are chosen. Then, in every iteration,
the bisection domain is halved such that the actual VOF value is still contained in the
bisection domain. Therefore, in every iteration, the VOF value belonging to the upper or
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lower bound value c has to be determined. The calculation of this VOF value is explained
in the next paragraph. It is recommended to approximate the actual VOF value up to
machine precision when determining the plane constant. Otherwise, when displacing the







nxx + nyy = cnw
nxx + nyy = cne
nxx + nyy = csw




Figure 2.35: Determining an upper and lower bound in the bisection method used to find
the plane constant c
Calculation of the VOF value for given normal and plane constant
In the bisection method used to find the plane constant c, the VOF value for a given
normal and plane constant is needed. In [26, 56] a very elegant way of determining the
VOF value in a cell, given the linear reconstruction of the interface, is described. The
VOF value is determined by calculating the volume of the fluid present in that cell. In
two dimensions the fluid volume in a cell (see Figure 2.36, where the shaded area is fluid)
















Figure 2.36: The VOF value of a cell with given interface reconstruction can be computed
using a boundary integral over Γ1, Γ2, Γ3 and Γ4

























where the term cn can be subtracted because it is a constant. Using the divergence











where n̄ is the outward pointing normal at ∂V . The boundary ∂V consists of four parts,
Γ1, Γ2, Γ3 and Γ4, so the boundary integral can be written as


















(nxx + nyy − c)dΓ4.
The integral over the last boundary Γ4 vanishes, because on the interface nxx+nyy−
c = 0. The remaining integrals are rewritten as integrals over the cell faces





















The last integral, which is zero in the case of Figure 2.36, is added to obtain a formula
that is valid in all mixed cells. The integrals in Equation (2.27) are easily computed.
In three dimensions the same procedure is followed, resulting in a boundary integral
over the six cell faces. Each of these six integrals can be calculated using the two-
dimensional method described above, resulting in six equations that are similar to Equa-
tion (2.27). The method described in this section is very elegant, because a case-by-case
study is not needed (as used in [98]). The method can be applied in every mixed cell.
Advection of the fluid interface
After the interface is reconstructed using the method described above, the interface is
advected. Therefore, fluxes must be calculated over the cell faces. In three dimensions,
it is very difficult to develop a multidimensional advection method. Most authors use a
direction split method. The problem with a multidimensional method is that in a naive
approach some fluid can be fluxed twice [78]. This is explained in Figure 2.37 where four
grid cells are shown with a reconstructed interface (dotted line). The fluid contained
in the medium-grey rectangles is fluxed, resulting in overlapping areas (the dark-grey
regions). The fluid in these areas is fluxed twice giving problems with mass conservation.
In a direction split method also first a reconstruction of the interface is made. Then the
fluid in the flux areas belonging to the horizontal velocity is advected. Then the interface
is reconstructed again, after which the fluid is fluxed in vertical direction. And the same
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i i + 1
j
j + 1
Figure 2.37: Problem when using a multidimensional advection scheme together with the
flux calculation: the fluid in the dark shaded areas (if present) will be fluxed twice
procedure is repeated in the third direction. The fluxes are calculated in a straightforward
manner. For the x-direction this is shown in Figure 2.38. The amount that is fluxed over
the cell face is determined by the volume of the fluid inside the rectangle defined by ucδt
times δy (in two dimensions). This amount is calculated using the procedure explained
in the previous paragraph.
nxx + nyy = cucδt
uc
donor cell acceptor cell
δxD δxA
δy
Figure 2.38: Computation of the flux for advection in x-direction: the light grey area is
the amount of fluid to be fluxed over the cell face belonging to uc
After the fluxes in x-direction are calculated (for cell i, j, k the fluxes δF si−1 and δF
s
i ),
the VOF function F s is updated. The direction split method that is used is taken from
Youngs [98]. First the complete cell is moved in a Lagrangian manner. The volume of
the cell changes from V 0 to V L in the following way
V 0 = δx δy δz,
V L = V 0 − δVi−1 + δVi − δVj−1 + δVj + δVk−1 + δVk.
Here, δVi−1, ... ,δVk are the volume fluxes of the cell, which are calculated as the area of
each cell face of which the fluid will be fluxed (so δVi is the area of the region within the
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dashed line in Figure 2.38):
δVi−1 = A
x
i−1jkui−1jk δt δy δz, δVi = A
x
ijkuijk δt δy δz,
δVj−1 = A
y
ij−1kvij−1k δt δx δz, δVj = A
y
ijkvijk δt δx δz,
δVk−1 = A
z
ijk−1wijk−1 δt δx δy, δVk = A
z
ijkwijk δt δx δy.
The VOF function is unaltered during this step. In the advection of the VOF function
the moved volume V L is re-mapped to its original volume V 0 as described by the next
Equations (2.28), (2.30) and (2.32). This is needed because the net flux in one direction,
which is considered in a direction split method, does not equal zero. When taking into
account the change in volume, the net flux will be zero and no problems with mass
conservation occur. For the advection in x-direction the cell volume and VOF function
are changed according to




(F s,nV L + δF si−1 − δF si ). (2.29)
Here, δF si−1 and δF
s
i are the fluid volumes to be fluxed calculated earlier (for example
δF si is the light grey area in Figure 2.38) and F
s,n is the VOF value at the beginning
of the advection procedure. After the new VOF function is calculated based on the
horizontal advection, a new reconstruction of the interface is made. Then the advection
in y-direction is done using




(F s,xV x + δF sj−1 − δF sj ). (2.31)
Then, the interface is reconstructed again and, finally, for the z-direction the following
steps are taken




(F s,yV y + δF sk−1 − δF sk ). (2.33)
Now, F s,z is the new VOF value on time level n + 1 and V z = V 0. Combining Equations
(2.28) to (2.33), effectively the following advection equation is solved











= (∇ · u)F s,n. (2.34)
which is the standard advection equation DF s/Dt = 0 with a correction term (∇·u)F s,n
added on both sides of the equation. This correction term in the right-hand-side of the
equation is needed because a direction split method is used. Otherwise, fluid will be lost
or gained in the procedure. In the combined Equation (2.34), this term vanishes, because
mass is conserved in the computational cells.
Of course, this correction procedure can only be applied in cells where mass conserva-
tion holds. When this is not the case, as in the surface cells in our method, the correction
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term ∇ · uF s,n can not be applied. In the current method no correction is made in the
surface cells, so the equation












is solved in surface cells in a direction split manner. This can lead to problems in mass
conservation. To solve that, the local height function can be applied in mixed cells as
explained in Section 2.4.3.
The direction split method can cause problems with symmetry. To prevent that, the
sweep order is changed every time step: in the odd time cycles, the x−y−z order is used
and in the even time cycles the order is reversed to z−y−x. Another disadvantage of the
direction split method compared to the multidimensional method is the calculation time.
Every time step three reconstructions have to be performed. However, the calculation
time for the displacement of the free surface does not increase with a factor 3, because
in three dimensions the reconstruction of the interface is only done in a two-dimensional
subset (only in cells with F s < F b).
2.4.5 Test of simple translation
The VOF methods of Hirt and Nichols and of Youngs are tested on various cases. First
the performance of the methods is tested using standard kinematic tests. In these tests
the velocity field in the whole domain is prescribed and only the free surface calculations
are performed. So only the influence of the errors made in the free surface calculation
is present. As a first test certain two-dimensional bodies of fluid formed as a circle or
square are translated through a prescribed velocity field. The characteristics of this test
are taken from [79] and it has also been performed by [40, 41]. Three fluid configurations
are used: a hollow square, a hollow square with an angle of 26.57 degrees (arctan(1/2)) to
the x-axis and a hollow circle. The fluid is translated in a velocity field of (u, v) = (1, 0)
and (u, v) = (2, 1) for 500 time steps with a CFL-number of 0.25. This results in a
translation of approximately 3 times the diameter of the fluid. The mesh size is 200
× 200 grid cells. The diameter of the body of fluid is covered by 40 grid cells and the
distance between the outer and inner interface is 10 grid cells.
In Figure 2.39, the results for the translation in x-direction are shown. Four different
methods are used for the reconstruction and advection: the standard Hirt-Nichols VOF
method, Hirt-Nichols VOF with a local height function (as described in Section 2.4.3),
Youngs’ method (as described in Section 2.4.4), and Youngs’ method combined with a
local height function. In all figures the contour lines of 0.025, 0.5 and 0.975 are shown.
For the translation of (u, v) = (1, 0) the results are pretty good. No severe deformations
are observed and all methods qualitatively give the same results.
Figure 2.40 shows the translation according to (u, v) = (2, 1). Youngs’ PLIC method
clearly gives superior results compared to Hirt-Nichols VOF. The fluid bodies advected
using Hirt-Nichols show some small holes in the fluid. Besides that, small droplets have
been observed in the trace of the translation, which are not visible in this zoomed picture.
The results improve considerably when using a local height function. Also the small
droplets, which were observed in the results using the original Hirt-Nichols’ method, are
not present. In both results of Hirt-Nichols (with and without a local height function) the
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Figure 2.39: Translation of a square, rotated square and circle in a velocity field of
(u, v) = (1, 0): initial condition, Hirt-Nichols VOF, Hirt-Nichols VOF with a local height
function, Youngs’ method, and Youngs’ method with a local height function
interface is distorted, a stairstepped interface is created. This originates from the interface
reconstruction that is aligned with one of the coordinate axes. This same behaviour is
observed by Rudman [79] who also shows results using original Hirt-Nichols. The PLIC
method of Youngs shows good results, the shape of the fluid remains intact. The use of
the local height function does not have much effect. The circle is a bit deformed when
using the local height function together with Youngs’ method, whereas in the case of the
square adding the local height function gives slightly better results.
2.4.6 Rotation of a slotted disk
Zalesak [99] introduced the rotation of a slotted disk as a good validation case for interface
advection algorithms. It has been used by many authors since, e.g. [1, 40, 41, 60, 75, 79,
81, 96]. In a domain of 4 by 4 meter a disk of fluid is initially placed at position (2,2.75).
In the domain a rotation velocity field is prescribed, whereby the disk is rotated. The
diameter of the disk is 1 meter. From the disk a slot has been removed with a width of 12
cm and the top of the slot is at the disk center. On a grid of 200×200 grid cells this results
in 50 mesh cells in the diameter of the disk and 6 mesh cells in the slot width. The time
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Figure 2.40: Translation of a square, rotated square and circle in a velocity field of
(u, v) = (2, 1): initial condition, Hirt-Nichols VOF, Hirt-Nichols VOF with a local height
function, Youngs’ method, and Youngs’ method with a local height function
step is 0.0048 s and one rotation corresponds to approximately 2600 time cycles. Figure
2.41 shows the free surface profile of the slotted disk after one rotation using Hirt-Nichols’
method with a local height function (left) and Youngs’ method (right). The simulation
has been performed on four different grids: 50, 100, 200 and 400 cells per direction. In
the figure only the results of 100, 200 and 400 cells are shown. Hirt-Nichols combined
with a local height function gives irregularities in the circular shape and the corners at
the slot are rounded. The results improve on finer grids. Youngs’ method is superior,
but still has a rounding at the corners of the slot. Also, finer grids give better results.
To investigate the convergence of the methods, the error after one rotation has been
computed using the formula
E =
∑




where F s,0 is the initial solution. Also a quantification of the gain or loss of fluid is given
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Figure 2.41: Slotted disk after one rotation using Hirt-Nichols VOF with local height
function (left) and Youngs VOF (right); dotted line - exact solution, dashed line 100×100












The error is positive when the amount of fluid is increased and negative otherwise. In
Table 2.2 the error in the interface reconstruction and advection, and the mass error are
given for the four methods that are used on four different grids. In the upper part the
N HN- rate HN+ rate Y- rate Y+ rate
50 1.3851 1.3377 0.1046 0.1264
100 0.1467 3.2 0.0971 3.8 0.0337 1.6 0.0586 1.1
200 0.1254 0.2 0.0458 1.1 0.0143 1.2 0.0294 1.0
400 0.1222 0.0 0.0285 0.7 0.0103 0.5 0.0169 0.8
Gain or loss in fluid mass
50 +0.49 -0.48e-4 -0.17e-2 -0.24e-4
100 +0.36e-1 -0.77e-4 -0.66e-3 -0.16e-4
200 +0.39e-1 -0.11e-3 -0.56e-3 -0.65e-5
400 +0.45e-1 -0.88e-4 -0.20e-3 -0.24e-4
Table 2.2: Top: error E and convergence rate of the slotted disk rotation using four
different methods: Hirt-Nichols and Youngs, without and with a local height function
(HN-, HN+, Youngs- and Youngs+); bottom: error in mass Em using the same methods
error after one rotation is given together with the convergence rate under grid refinement.
The errors in all methods decrease under grid refinement. Youngs’ method without local
height function gives the smallest error. Not a clear conclusion can be drawn about the
order of the methods. As stated by Pilliod [75] none of the methods is second order, all
are first order. But the refinement from 200 to 400 grid cells per direction shows an order
smaller than one. In the lower part of the table the mass error is shown. Hirt-Nichols’
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method shows a large increase of mass, even by 50% on the coarsest grid. The mass error
in both Youngs and Hirt-Nichols combined with the local height function is very small.
For mass conservation in Youngs’ method on the finest grid of 400×400 grid cells
double precision (i.e. 64 bit) computations are necessary. On a single precision 32 bit
machine the amount of fluid using Youngs’ method is decreased with 3%. It is not clear
at the moment, why double precision is needed in computations on fine grids.
2.4.7 Rotation of a three-dimensional notched brick
To test the performance of the method in three dimensions, a notched brick is rotated as
suggested by [56, 77]. The rotation vector is given by ω = (i, j, k)ω0, with ω0 a constant,
thus the rotation is about the diagonal of a unit cube from corner (0, 0, 0) to (1, 1, 1).
This results in a velocity field given by u = 1/
√
3 (1×x) that is prescribed in the whole
domain, where one full rotation is established in 2π seconds. The domain of 4 by 4 meter
is covered with grids of 40× 40× 40 and 80× 80× 80 grid cells. The dimensions of the
brick are 25× 20× 15 grid cells on the coarse grid and 50× 40× 30 cells on the fine grid.
The center of the brick is positioned in the center of the domain, such that the axis of
rotation points diagonally through the brick. From the right side of the brick (with largest
x-value) 4 smaller cubes are removed with dimension of 5 and 10 grid cells on the coarse
and fine grid, respectively. (See the left of Figure 2.42 where the initial condition on the
coarse and fine grid are shown.) The time step is 0.0025 s resulting in a CFL-number of
approximately 0.25 on the fine grid (based on velocities in the whole domain). Figure 2.42
shows the results of the VOF field after one rotation using two methods: Hirt-Nichols
VOF with local height function (central column) and Youngs’ method (right column).
The notches in the brick are not very well resolved on the coarse grid. 5 cells per notch
is clearly not enough. On the fine grid, the notches stay much sharper, especially using
Youngs’ method gives a quite good result. Furthermore, the resulting interface using
Youngs’ method is much smoother than when using Hirt-Nichols’ method on both grids.
Although the resulting interface using Hirt-Nichols’ method is pretty much deformed, the
brick is still recognisable in contrast to the SLIC method used in [77].
2.4.8 Single vortex
The translation and rotation tests shown so far are relatively simple in the sense that
the fluid topology does not change. A more demanding test was developed by Rider and
Kothe [78], where the body of fluid is deformed and thus the volume tracking method
is tested more severely. Initially a circle of fluid with radius 0.15 is positioned in a unit
square domain with its center at (0.5,0.75). The fluid body is stretched out by a single





from which fluid velocities are deduced using (u, v) = (−∂Ψ/∂y, ∂Ψ/∂x). The circular
body stretches and spirals about the center of the domain when put in the single-vortex
field. To be able to quantify the results, the velocity field is reversed after t = T/2
seconds, with T the maximum simulation time. Then, in case of a perfect volume tracking
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Figure 2.42: Rotation of a notched brick on a 40 × 40 × 40 grid (upper row) and a
80× 80× 80 grid (lower row); the first column is the initial condition, the second column
Hirt-Nichols with a local height function and the third column Youngs’ method
algorithm, the fluid will return to its initial state at the end of the computation. In
this thesis results of four different computations are shown using the four displacement
methods as before. The first computations are performed on a 64×64 grid with T=2
and T=8 respectively. The same computations are repeated at a 128×128 grid. Some of
the results are shown in Figure 2.43. It is clear that Youngs’ method performs best in
all cases. Hirt-Nichols VOF shows a lot of small droplets and is not able to resolve the
circle after the velocity field is reversed. Also with local height function the results do
not improve much, although the number of droplets is decreased significantly. From the
result with T=8 seconds on the fine grid using Youngs (in the last two rows and columns)
it can be seen that a problem occurs when the fluid does not stick together, but chunks
are being formed. In that case, the advection method is not able to reverse these chunks
towards the circle, but small ’tails’ are formed at the circle. This is also noticed by Cerne
[12], who uses adaptive grid refinement to prevent the fluid from breaking up in chunks,
which gives much better results.
2.4.9 Two-dimensional dambreak simulation
In this section the interface displacement methods are tested in a computation of a
dambreak flow. So now also the velocity and pressure field are calculated using the
methods described in Section 2.3. The configuration of the dambreak is chosen the same
as in an experiment performed at MARIN, such that the results can be compared with
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Figure 2.43: Single vortex computations with T=2 (row 1 and 3) and T=8 seconds (row
2, 4 and 5) on a grid of 642 cells (row 1 and 2) and 1282 cells (row 3, 4 and 5); four
different methods are used, from left to right: Hirt-Nichols without and with local height
function, Youngs without and with local height function
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measurements. In Section 2.6 the same configuration has been used, but there three-
dimensional flow is studied with an object in the container. The container has a length
of 3.23 m and is 1 m high with an open roof. In the right part of the tank, from x = 2
m to x = 3.23 m water of 0.55 m high is waiting to flow into the empty part of the
tank. The domain is covered with a grid of 118 × 34 grid cells. As interface advection
methods Hirt-Nichols’ and Youngs’ method are used, both with and without a local height
function. To investigate the extra calculation time needed for Youngs’ method in a real
calculation, the calculation times of Hirt-Nichols’ and Youngs’ methods are measured
and compared. It turned out that Hirt-Nichols’ method needs 2 minutes and 20 seconds,
whereas Youngs’ method needs 3 minutes and 6 seconds to complete the simulation.
So, the calculation time increases a bit, but not too much. In the left of Figure 2.44 a
Figure 2.44: Left: snapshot showing the free surface at the left wall of the container in
a dambreak simulation after 0.8 seconds using four different interface advection methods
(Hirt-Nichols and Youngs with (+) and without (-) local height function); right: time
history of the amount of liquid in the container
snapshot of the simulation has been shown after a simulation time of 0.8 seconds. From
this snapshot it can be seen that the moment the water hits the left wall of the container
is different for the four interface tracking methods. This is due to the amount of liquid
in the container, which is not constant in all simulations. The right plot in Figure 2.44
shows a time history of the amount of liquid in the four simulations. Both Youngs’ and
Hirt-Nichols’ methods loose fluid, especially in the early stage of the simulation, when
the fluid jet is moving over the bottom of the container. The reason for the loss of water
can be found when looking at the left of Figure 2.45, where a zoomed snapshot of the
jet flowing over the bottom of the container is given in case of Youngs’ method. The
tongue of the jet consists of a surface cell with an empty cell at the left and above it.
Both the SE-velocities, determined from extrapolation (see Section 2.3.10), are equal to
0, whereas the FS-velocity is quite large and pointing inwards the cell. Therefore, only
fluid will be fluxed into the cell and nothing out, which can result in a VOF value larger
than 1. At the end of the displacement algorithm, the VOF value is rounded to 1 if
it is larger than 1, causing loss of fluid. To see the effect of the non-mass-conserving
method for SE-velocities, a mass conserving way of determining SE-velocities is adopted
(method 1 in Section 2.3.10). The amount of fluid in the container using both methods for
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Figure 2.45: Left: zoomed snapshot showing velocities in the water jet over the bottom of
the container; right: time history of the amount of liquid in the container using Youngs’
method with the standard way and a mass conserving way of determining SE-velocities
SE-velocities is shown in the right of Figure 2.45. Using the mass conserving method for
SE-velocities shows much less loss of water, and the loss is more gradually. Unfortunately,
the mass conserving method for SE-velocities can not always be used (for robustness and
accuracy of the method, see Section 2.3.10). Therefore, to conserve mass when using
Youngs’ method the local height function should be added, which solves the problem.
In the experiments the water height has been measured at different positions in the
container. The top row in Figure 2.46 shows the water height in the reservoir that is
initially filled with water, at x = 2.66 m. The bottom row shows the water height close
to the left wall at x = 0.5 m. The four different methods for the interface calculation are
shown in the different columns. From the results it can be seen that the methods without
the local height function (first and third column) are a bit lagging behind in time. The
best agreement between the calculation and experiment can be found when using Youngs’
method in combination with a local height function (last column). The first bump in the
top row and even the second bump in the bottom row are very well predicted.
2.4.10 Concluding remarks
Concluding this section about the different methods for free surface displacement, the
following remarks can be made. First, when doing simulations with a prescribed velocity
field as translation, rotation and the single vortex simulation, Youngs’ method is most
accurate in all cases. Combining Youngs’ method with a local height function does not
violate the results a lot and still gives very acceptable results. Hirt-Nichols’ method per-
forms less good in these kind of simulations, especially when no extra measures are taken
to prevent flotsam and jetsam. The introduction of a local height function significantly
improves the results.
Second, when doing a simulation of real fluid flow, like the dambreak shown in this
section, the conclusions are not that clear any more. Youngs’ method results in a smoother
free surface profile than Hirt-Nichols’ method. But when examining water heights in the
tank for the dambreak simulations Hirt-Nichols and Youngs give comparable results, a
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Figure 2.46: Water heights in the container of the dambreak simulation simulation (solid
line) compared with measurements (dashed line); measurement position in reservoir (top
row) and close to left wall (bottom row); four different methods are used, from left to
right: Hirt-Nichols without and with local height function and Youngs without and with
local height function
bit in favour of Youngs. In both methods mass is not conserved in the domain when the
methods are not combined with a local height function.
So, in a simulation with real physical conditions Youngs’ method with local height
function seems to produce the best results. Hirt-Nichols’ method combined with local
height function also produces satisfying results. More different situations should be stud-
ied to confirm this conclusion. In the next chapter wave simulations will be performed
where also attention will be paid to the free surface displacement algorithm.
2.4.11 Free surface displacement and moving objects
The displacement of fluid in the neighbourhood of a moving object is not straightforward.
Problems with mass conservation occur when, for example, a cell is partly open for fluid
at one time step, but the object is covering the complete cell after moving (as in Figure
2.47). Then, in one time step, the open edge of a cell is closed and a fluid cell has changed
into a boundary cell. If the fluid is then moved according to the donor-acceptor method
using fluxes as calculated in Equation (2.23), no fluid will be moved because the area of
the cell face A equals zero. But there is still fluid inside the cell, which will be lost if
nothing special will be done. Also, small holes can be created near the moving object
when the object is moving, and the available space is not filled by fluid.
There are two ways to prevent the loss of mass. First, the local height function,
introduced earlier to diminish flotsam and jetsam and to take care of mass conservation
(see Section 2.4.3), can also be used to prevent loss of mass in this case. The extra fluid
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F B
t = t + δt
Figure 2.47: A fluid cell becomes a boundary cell, giving mass conservation problems
when the fluid is displaced in a straightforward manner
in cells that have F s larger than F b is redistributed over the neighbours. This option
is to be used with care, since the local height function is not designed to be used away
from the free surface. The ’redistribution’ of fluid can cause other neighbouring cells to
become too full.
Another way is to displace the fluid by not using the calculated velocity field, but using
a slightly different velocity field. To determine this velocity field, a Poisson equation is
solved, that is modified from the standard pressure Poisson equation, resulting in an
auxiliary pressure field Q. In the right-hand-side of this Poisson equation an extra term
is added, which is the difference between the geometry apertures on the old and new time
level. By adding this extra divergence term, a pressure field is created that forces the
fluid to respond on the motion of the object. When the object is entering the cell, extra
space is created, whereas space is filled when the object is leaving the cell. The velocity
field based on the gradient of this auxiliary pressure field uQ is used for the displacement
of the free surface (and only for that). Further, some apertures are modified indicated by
Ã, such that apertures of cells that have become boundary cells, but are not yet empty,
are not closed and permit fluid to flow out. The fluxes used in the VOF-method are now
calculated using
δF s = uQ · nÃxδt. (2.35)
This method has been adopted in the simulation of a small moving box, completely
submerged by water in a closed domain. In Figure 2.48 a time series of the total amount of
fluid in the domain is plotted. In the simulation indicated with a solid line, the standard
method of Hirt-Nichols is used without local height function or adaption of the velocity
field. A gradual loss of fluid occurs. When using the local height function, the result is
much improved and the amount of liquid in the domain is almost constant (except for
a drop of the fluid level in the first time step). The same accounts for the simulation
with the adaption in the velocity field using the auxiliary pressure field: the fluid level is
almost constant.
2.5 Pressure spikes due to moving objects
In Section 2.3.10 the occurrence of spikes in the pressure signal due to the determination
of SE-velocities at the free surface has been discussed. Such numerical pressure spikes do
also occur as a consequence of the motion of an object. Because a cut cell method is used
on a fixed Cartesian grid, the objects are moving through the grid, resulting in changing
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Figure 2.48: The total amount of liquid in the domain when moving a small box, with
and without an adapted procedure for moving objects in the free surface displacement
geometry apertures and labels. Fekken describes in [23] some possible causes for pressure
spikes due to moving objects. The first reason for spikes originates from the fact that the
moving object possesses sharp corners. These pressure spikes can be prevented as will
be described below. The second important reason Fekken mentions is the position of the
pressure in a cut cell.
Objects with sharp corners
The first reason for pressure spikes due to moving objects mentioned by Fekken [23]
is that the moving object possesses sharp corners. A test case has been designed to
investigate this problem. A square is moved orthogonally to one of its sides through the
grid without the presence of a free surface as shown in Figure 2.49. The geometry and
edge apertures are calculated exactly to eliminate any possible influence of an inaccurate
apertures calculation. At a position below the box, the pressure has been monitored (in
point P ). In the left of Figure 2.50, the resulting pressure signal at this point is shown.
A very spiky behaviour can be observed: each time the square is entering a new cell and
the edge aperture changes from one time step to another, the pressure produces a spike.
This spike has a direct relation with the time step: if the time step is twice as large, the
spike becomes twice as small.
In [23] a one-dimensional analysis is performed to discover the origin of the pressure
spikes. Consider an object with a sharp corner that is moving through a channel where
only one cell is used in vertical direction (see Figure 2.51). The object is moving with
velocity ub = 2, while the fluid in the channel is moving with a constant flow rate with
u = 1. Because of mass conservation in the computational cell, the velocity uw in the left
of Figure 2.51 that is a velocity at a wall half covered by the object equals zero. When
omitting convection, diffusion and external forces, the pressure gradient Gph equals zero
when the front of the moving body does not cross a cell face, because all velocities keep
the same value:
un+1 = un − δt
Ωn+1ρ
Gn+1pn+1.
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Figure 2.49: Simulation of a moving square without a free surface to investigate the
occurrence of numerical spikes due to sharp corners
Figure 2.50: Pressure signal of point P in the moving box simulation: without (left) and
with (right) a splitting procedure for the pressure to prevent spikes
When the front of the body crosses a cell face from time step n to n+1 as in Figure 2.51,





since unc = 1 and u
n+1
c = 0. According to the discretisation of the pressure gradient,
Equation (2.10), the difference between the pressure in the eastern and western cell is
computed as







A pressure spike is created, caused by the jump in the edge aperture Axc from time step n
to n + 1. From the above equation it can be seen that decreasing the time step enlarges
the spike: when the time step is halved, the magnitude of the spike is doubled. The spikes
are purely numerically created as a consequence of the aperture ’jump’ in combination
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uw = 0
uc = 1 ue = 1
ub = 2
t = t + δt
uw = 0 uc = 0
ue = 1
ub = 2
Figure 2.51: Illustration of a sharp corner crossing a cell face from time step n to n + 1
with the no-slip condition at the object that forces the fluid to move according to the
moving body.
To prevent the occurrence of these spikes, the computed pressure will be split into
two parts: the physical pressure and a non-physical part of the pressure
p(x, y, z) = pphys(x, y, z) + φ(x, y, z).
The idea is that the spike is contained in the non-physical part of the pressure φ(x, y, z),
such that only the physical pressure part is used in the computations. This idea is
related to the use of Lagrange multipliers in the fictitious domain method [32]. There
the moving bodies are filled with the surrounding fluid, and Lagrange multipliers are
defined over the moving body to force the rigid body motion inside the moving bodies.
The potential φ has to be calculated such that the velocity field at the new time level
can be made divergence free. To accomplish the split of the computed pressure, first
the crossing of the sharp corner of the square with a cell has to be detected. Second,
a temporary velocity and pressure field are calculated based on the new apertures as
usual, but using old apertures in cells where the sharp corners have been detected. The
aperture ’jump’ has now been prevented and thus no pressure spikes are present in the
temporary pressure field. Now, the velocity field has to be made divergence free by
calculating the total pressure, including the peaks in the potential φ. To accomplish
this, a second Poisson equation is solved based on the temporary velocity field and new
apertures everywhere. This splitting procedure for the pressure has been adopted in the
test case of a moving square, where the geometry apertures are calculated exactly again.
The resulting pressure signal has been plot in the right of Figure 2.50. The signal does
not contain spikes any more.
When the geometry apertures are not calculated exactly, but approximated as in
the computations shown in this thesis (see Section 2.3.2), the resulting pressure signal
does not show very large spikes. In Figure 2.52 the pressure signal of point P in Figure
2.49 is shown for the cases with and without the splitting procedure of the pressure.
Already in the case without the splitting procedure (the left plot) the large spikes are not
present, because the aperture jumps are much more gradually: due to the approximate
aperture calculations, the apertures change more smoothly from one time step to another,
preventing the large pressure spikes that are present in Figure 2.50. So in this case, the
splitting procedure for the pressure does not have a very large influence any more.
To examine the influence of the splitting procedure in the case of a realistic situation
with a free surface, a cylinder entry case has been studied. The cylinder with a diameter
of 1 m is positioned above the free surface at the start and then entering the free surface
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Figure 2.52: Pressure signal of point P in the moving box simulation where apertures are
calculated approximately: without (left) and with (right) a splitting procedure for the
pressure to prevent spikes
with a constant velocity of -1 m/s. Only the initial stage of impact is simulated. A
uniform grid of 400 × 400 grid cells is used. The resulting vertical slamming force on
the cylinder is shown in Figure 2.53. Although the force is an integral over the pressure
that should smoothen a pressure spike occurring in one cell, the spikes are also present
in the force signal. This is caused by the incompressibility of the fluid, which forces a
pressure pulse to travel over the whole domain in infinitely small time. So a pressure spike
originating from one cell in the domain is visible in all cells in the domain. From Figure
Figure 2.53: Vertical force on a cylinder entering the free surface; simulation without
(left) and with (right) a splitting procedure for the pressure to prevent spikes
2.53 it can be concluded that the spikes are not that large in such a simulation. Also, the
splitting procedure for the pressure does decrease the number of spikes somewhat, but
the influence is not very large. No clear conclusion can be drawn about which method
gives best results. One of the spikes, occurring in the initial stage of impact, is even
larger when using the splitting procedure. There are several causes for the relatively
small influence. First, the edge apertures are not calculated exactly, which takes care
of a more smooth change in the apertures from one time step to another. Second, the
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jumps in the edge apertures are not that large, because no corner is present that is
parallel with the coordinate axes as is the case in the moving box. So, in this case the
splitting procedure for the pressure does not improve the results much, whereas it is costly
in computational time. Every time a simulation is set up, a trade off should be made
between the occurrence of the spikes and the computational time it takes to determine φ
by solving a second Poisson equation.
2.6 Validation: flow of a breaking dam
At the Maritime Research Institute Netherlands (MARIN) experiments have been per-
formed for breaking dam flows. These experiments can be seen as a simple model of
green water flow on the deck of a ship. The dambreak is a very popular validation case,
because the set-up is easy: no special in- or outflow conditions are needed. A large tank
of 3.22 by 1 by 1 meter is used with an open roof. The right part of the tank, from
x = 2 m, is first closed by a door. Behind the door, 0.55 meter of water is waiting to flow
into the tank when the door is opened. This is done by releasing a weight, which almost
instantaneously pulls the door up. In the tank a box has been placed that represents a
scale model of a container on the deck of a ship. The box is 16 cm long, 40 cm wide and
16 cm high, with the left side of the box positioned at x = 0.67 (see the left of Figure
2.54).
Figure 2.54: Measurement positions for water heights and pressures in the dambreak
experiment
During the experiment measurements have been performed of water heights, pressures,
and forces. In Figure 2.54, the positions of the measured quantities are shown. Four
vertical height probes have been used; one in the reservoir and the other three in the
tank at positions x = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.66. The box was covered by eight pressure
sensors, four on the front of the box at height z = 0.025, 0.063, 0.099 and 0.136, and
four on the top of the box at x = 0.806, 0.769, 0.733 and 0.696. The sensors on the front
of the box are positioned 0.026 m left of the center line y = 0 and the sensors on the top
of the box 0.026 m right of the center line. The forces on the box were also measured.
To determine the velocity of the water when entering the tank, a horizontal wave probe
is used near the side wall of the tank.
As initial configuration of the simulation, the water in the right part of the domain is
at rest. When the simulation is started, due to gravity the water starts to flow into the
empty part of the tank. A fine grid of 236× 76× 68 grid cells has been used with some
stretching towards the bottom of the tank. The simulation is continued for 6 seconds
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with an automatically adapted time step using maximum CFL-numbers around 0.75,
resulting in a time step of the order of 0.001 seconds. In Figure 2.55 two snapshots of
the early stages of the simulation are shown together with some images of the video from
the experiment (at the same instants of time). The smaller pictures inside the snapshots
Figure 2.55: Snapshots of a dambreak simulation with a box in the flow compared with
experiment at time 0.4 and 0.56 seconds
show the water in the reservoir. There is a very good agreement between the snapshots
of simulation and experiment. The time instant when the water is first hitting the box
is the same. The shape of the free surface, bending a bit forward in the second picture,
is seen in both experiment and simulation. In the simulation, the free surface has some
ripples, which can be suppressed by using a piecewise linear reconstruction of the free
surface [98] instead of the reconstruction aligned with the coordinate axes used in this
simulation.
In Figure 2.56 the time history of the horizontal wave probe is shown, compared with
the simulation. The velocity with which the water is flowing into the tank is predicted very
well by the simulation. From the measurement it seems that the probe is not completely
covered with water from time 0.5 to 2 seconds, but this is not observed in the video.
In Figure 2.57 time histories of the water height at two locations are shown: in the
reservoir, and in the tank just in front of the box. The agreement in both pictures is very
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Figure 2.56: Horizontal wave probe along the side of the tank
good until the water has returned from the back wall (after about 1.8 seconds). After
that some differences occur, but the global behaviour is still the same. After the water
has returned from the wall, the fluid height at probe H2 is the largest. The water flows
back to the reservoir, where it turns over again after about 4 seconds. The moment that
this second wave meets the height probe at H2 again (after about 5 seconds) is almost
exactly the same in simulation and experiment.
Figure 2.57: Vertical water heights in the reservoir H4 (left) and the tank H2 (right)
The instant when the wave hits the box is perfectly captured by the simulation as can
be seen from Figure 2.58. Here the pressure at point P1 and P3 at the front of the box
and at the top of the box, P5 and P7 (see Figure 2.54), are shown. The magnitude of
the impact pressure is the same for simulation and experiment at pressure point P1 (the
lowest on the box), but is underpredicted by the simulation at point P3. The moment the
return wave hits the box again (at about 4.7 seconds) is again visible in the graphs. In
the bottom graphs of Figure 2.58, where the time history of pressure transducers at the
top of the box are shown, a difference is observed between simulation and experiment.
After about 1.3 seconds, there is a wiggle in the simulation with a duration of 0.5 seconds,
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Figure 2.58: Pressure time histories at P1 (picture upper left), P3 (upper right), P5
(lower left), and P7 (lower right)
which is not present in the experiment. Before this point the water hits the top of the
box when the wave coming back from the wall is overturning.
Several spikes appear in the pressure signals that are visible in all graphs at the same
moment (for example at 1.3 seconds). These spikes occur, because some water enters an
empty cell that is completely surrounded by cells with fluid. When the water enters the
E-cell, there is no empty cell left in the neighbourhood, so this cell changes to a fluid cell
in one time step without being a surface cell in between. This discontinuous change in
label and the corresponding restoration of ∇ · u = 0, results in a pressure peak over the
whole pressure field.
In Figure 2.59 a grid refinement study of the dambreak simulation is shown. Three
different grids have been used with in increasing order 59×19×17 grid points, 118×38×34
grid points and 236×76×68 grid points. The finest grid has also been used in the previous
figures. In the figure the pressure along the lower part of the front side of the box is shown.
The overall flow of the water is pretty much the same in all three grids, but when zooming
in on the pressure peak (in the right of the figure) differences occur. The coarsest grid is
clearly not good enough. The pressure peak is overpredicted and the water reaches the
box too late. Although the water reaches the box earlier in the finer grids, there is still
a small difference between simulation and experiment. The magnitude of the impact is
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better predicted on the finer grids.
Figure 2.59: Grid refinement in the dambreak simulation: pressure at the lower part of
the box, with on the right a zoomed picture
The results of the dambreak simulation are in good agreement with the experiment.
The global behaviour of the fluid is the same and the impact peak of the pressure agrees
well, especially at the lower part of the box.
2.7 Validation: water entry
In this section, results are presented from water entry of two-dimensional wedges, circular
cylinders and of a three-dimensional cone. In [23] already some cases of water entry have
been shown, also with free falling objects. The tests in this thesis have been performed
with prescribed constant entry velocities.
2.7.1 Wedge entry
Figure 2.60 presents free surface profiles for the entry of two wedges. The wedges have
deadrise angles of 30 and 45 degrees, respectively. The simulation results are compared
with photographs of experiments by Greenhow and Lin [37]. The visual comparison
between experiments and simulations is relatively good. However, not all the droplets
and small details are resolved by the simulation, because of the displacement algorithm
and the grid resolution. The simulations have been performed on a grid of 300×280
computational cells. Using such a fine grid, the simulation method is able to resolve the
jets at the side of the wedges. The angle under which the jets are formed and bend away
is well predicted in the simulation. However, these jets do not have a large influence
on the impact loads during the penetration [36]. The flow is not perfectly symmetric,
because the numerical algorithm is not symmetric (for example the marching direction
in the iteration process of the Poisson equation has some influence on the symmetry).
In Fig. 2.61 the results of a grid refinement have been shown. Three different grids
have been used: 75×70, 150×140 and 300×280 grid cells. The large difference between
the results of the free surface profiles is in the formation of the jets: the finer the grid,
the better the jets are resolved.
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Figure 2.60: Snapshots of wedge entry with deadrise angles 30 degrees (up) and 45 degrees
(down), experimental photographs of Greenhow and Lin, 1983
2.7.2 Cone entry
As the three-dimensional equivalent of the wedge, the entry of a cone has also been
studied. The cone has a deadrise angle of β = 30 degrees. The slamming coefficient, as a
non-dimensional measure of the total hydrodynamic force, has been compared with the







where t = 0 is the moment the cone hits the free surface first. The non-dimensional
parameter parameter k(β) is considered most accurate at value 1.6 (see [3]). In the top
of Figure 2.62 the slamming coefficient as calculated in the simulation has been plotted
against the penetration depth V t. Three different entry velocities have been chosen,
leading to the same results in a suitable set of scaled variables.
The results of the slamming coefficients for the impact during the entry of a cone are
in very good agreement with the theory of Schiffman and Spencer [82]. In the bottom of
Figure 2.62 a cross-section is shown of the free surface profile during the cone entry. From
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Figure 2.61: Free-surface profile of a falling wedge simulation with dead-rise angle 45
degrees using three different grids
this it can be seen that the jets at the side of the cone, which are clearly present in the
entry of a wedge (see Figure 2.60) are not well resolved. This is caused by the difference
in two and three dimensions and due to the much coarser grid used in the cross-section of
the cone entry. However, it does not have a large influence on the total slamming force,
because pressures in the jets are very small and do not contribute much.
2.7.3 Entry of a circular cylinder
The entry of a two-dimensional circular cylinder has also been studied. Snapshots of two
different instants in time are shown in Figure 2.63 and are compared with photographs of
experiments by Greenhow and Lin [37]. The free-surface shape observed in the experiment
is very well resolved by the simulation method. Not all the details of the droplets of the
splash are captured by the simulation, but the jets that appear at the sides of the cylinder
are well predicted.
The total vertical hydrodynamic force on the cylinder during the first stage of the
impact has been calculated and compared with experimental results of Campbell and
Weynberg [10], also reported in [3]. In Figure 2.64 the slamming coefficients of the
cylinder entry with different entry velocities have been plotted versus the non-dimensional
penetration depth. The slamming coefficient is given by Cs = F/ρRV 2, with F the
total vertical hydrodynamic force, R the radius of the circular cylinder and V the entry
velocity. Besides the experimental result of Campbell and Weynberg, also the theory
of Von Karman (1929), reported by Faltinsen in [22], has been included. This theory
is based on potential flow theory. For the very initial state of the entry of a circular
cylinder, the hydrodynamic slamming force can be estimated by
F = V ρ
π
2
(2V R− 2V 2t),
where t denotes time with t = 0 the moment of first impact.
The comparison between the experiments of Campbell and Weynberg and the simu-
lations is relatively good. It can be seen that the initial impact is a bit underpredicted in
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Figure 2.62: Left: slamming coefficient for the impact of a cone, simulation compared
with theory of Schiffman and Spencer (1951); right: cross-section during the entry of a
cone showing the free surface profile
the simulations for all entry velocities. The initial impact is more in agreement with the
theory of Von Karman. In a later stage the results are in very good agreement with the
experiments of Campbell and Weynberg. The simulation results are similar for different
entry velocities, confirming near-perfect scaling with V 2.
To investigate convergence of the method under grid refinement, the circular cylinder
entry simulations have also been run with different grids. The results are presented in
Figure 2.65. It can be seen that the coarseness of the grid has a very large influence on
the formation of the jets aside the cylinder. This was also concluded from the simulation
of the cone entry. A very fine grid is needed to capture the jets. However, the formation
of the jets does not have a large influence on the total hydrodynamic force. The force
can be predicted quite accurately on the coarsest grid.
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Figure 2.63: Snapshots of cylinder entry, experimental photographs of Greenhow and
Lin, 1983
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Figure 2.64: Slamming coefficient of the entry of a circular cylinder compared to the
experiments of Campbell & Weynberg and the theory of Von Karman
Figure 2.65: Effect of grid refinement on the jets formed during water entry of a circular
cylinder: from left to right 100× 100, 200× 200 and 400× 400 grid cells
